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Tl l iS i iTATlMEIT 

This section will consist of two primary aspects. Those being: 

A. Philosophical and thematic content. 

B. What is the project and what are its major characteristics. 

APhilQsa[4iical & thematic content. 

The emotional and behavioral disorders in 
America today seem to be growing at a steady 
rate. Why should anyone have to live with the 
problem of drugs and emotional conflicts? Of 
course these problems have been around for 
many years and we as a society must come to 
grips with it. Therefore while we as a society 
have an obligation to serve the adult patient, it 
is vitally important that we reshape the 
attitudes and behavior patterns in Ainericas* 
youth.The majority of Americas' youth today 
have an attitude of defiance towards not only 
their parents but the world in general. It will 
only be when we reverse this attitude in todays 
youth that this problem can be controlled. 

Do we need these types of facilities? The 
answer is yes. We as human beings are all 
different, we are unique as a species. There are 
basic human needs we all have, some of those 
being eating, sleeping, resting, interaction 
t)etween one another, playing/leisure, ect. 
Should we as a race of "caring" people develop 
the attitude that we should ignore these needs 
for the mentally disturbed? No we should not. 
They are victims of their society and should be 
helped. We in turn should learn from our 
mistakes not build upon them. This is why I 
look forward to ihe possibilities for this project. 



Why then is this project important to do? This project is important 
for many reasons. First of all its important to me because 1 believe 
this is one of the only times that I'll be able to produce a project 
that will allow me the freedom of expression that few architects 
are blessed with today. I want to produce a document that will 
become a state-of-the-art expression in this technical world of 
today. I have been, in an indirect way, exposed to psychiatric 
facilities for some time. My conclusion is that they are responding 
more to the physical needs of the patient than to the emotional 
needs. The environment must become part of the solution in order 
to establish a base for clear hearts and minds. The ability for the 
building to open up and become a "nature building"̂  not a 
correctional facility, will become a major issue with this project. 
One might question what is meant by the expression "nature 
building"? One analogy could be that human behavior responds to 
its environment as plants respond to theirs. Humans must have a 
place to thrive not become wilted or dried out. Therefor as a plant 
needs the correct environment to establish itself so to does the 
human and especially those with behavioral problems. This project 
will focus on those attitudes that provide positive influences to the 
healing process. This will have a major impact on the response of 
this project to this problem of human indifference. 

The second reason why this project becomes important is for the 
client-users. As we all know, the users of the final product are 
the ultimate experts. The projects success rest upon the opinions of 
the users. Architects can never be expected to know about every 
aspect of every project they will face. They can only know a 
general knowledge of the overall aspects. They in effect are the 
ultimate amateurs. It will be my job to search for the very best of 
advice from a wide variety of people, expert and novice. From 
this, and common sense, I believe that an acceptable solution will 
occur. 1 owe it not only to my self, but also to the client for it is 
his money, his building, his image (in this case hypothetical) and 
to the users for it is their welfare that will be my top prioritv and 
concern. » i- r- j 

The third reason for this projects importance is society, the people 
of not only The Greater Killeen, Tx. area but the state and K , n 
as well. Hopefully this project will take on a structure that can 
reveal this need, the need for better psychiatric faciUUes in a 
sensiUve and positive manner. Society must place importance on its 



most important resource, that being people. As designers we have 
the responsibility to produce works that will respond to a given 
situation in the best possible manner. It will do no good if we that 
have the training and ability to respond to critical needs respond 
with procrastination and neglect. We must respond and take a 
stance on our values, fighting for others and their needs. Society 
can not go on if people don't help other people. Psychiatric facilities 
are a product of society and society must understand this and take 
a stand to reverse this situation for the betterment of mankind. It 
will only be ttien that we can remove the word psychiatry from our 
minds and possibly penitentiary also. 

The fourth reason why this project is important is for architecture 
as a whole. The need for direction is evident in some asp)ects of 
architecture. It is understandable that psychiatric residential 
treatment facilities must produce a new direction for a broader 
perspective. The old "cold shoulder" approach must be left behind. 
As glass box skyscrapers have damaged the inner-city, so too are 
psychiatric facilities cold and unfeeling. This must be reversed, 
humans can never be like the caged animals at the zoo. If one 
needs assistance then we have to provide help. Architects have 
gotten a bad rap for being only ego minded. This is part of the 
reason for over budgeting of many projects, the ego gets in the way 
of the solution. We cannot continue on this route for the 
architectural profession could be seriously damaged t>eyond repair. 
We cannot build monuments to ourselves , only to society, for society 
will be the judge of what is right and wrong. We can only provide 
helpful expert opinions. Architects long for the perfect resolutions 
to design problems. It must be realized that all things cannot be 
resolved equally or the project will never be completed. Therefore 
one must strive to prioritize any design decisions on a rational basis 
of complete understanding. This will allow for a streamlined 
process for completion. 

In conclusion, this project has interested me for several years. 
After seeing and experiencing the work of other architects along 
these same lines, 1 feel that this project could be addressed more 
completely in an academic atmosphere. This will allow for the 
production of a project without constraints, a work that can be 
presented with a clear understanding of psychiatric residential 
treatment hospitals. 
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B. What is the project^ and \AvA are 
its major diaractenstics. 

First of all, lets establish what the project is 
and its major characteristics. This project is 
going to h)e a psychiatric hospital and 
residential treatment center in Killeen, Texas. 
It will have treatment facilities for children, 
adolescent, and adult. It will be available to 
both male and female on an inpatient and 
outpatient bases. There will be five different 
levels of patient services to deal with every 
kind of psychological health need. 

The focus of services will be on addressing 
the emotional and behavioral disorders 
effecting adults, adolescents and children. It 
is the philosophy at this time that while 
acute disorders may be effectively treated in 
adults, it is the reshaping of the attitudes and 
behavior patterns of our youth that will 
provide the longer term and more valuable 
impact on the well-being of the patient and 
' on our society. 

The hospital itself will have 120-130 beds 
with around the clock supervisory staff. 

| r Complementing these employees will be 
^'' occupational therapy and recreation 

treatment staff with facilities for both areas 
of instruction, an education center that will 
provide for basic schooling needs of the 
patients, an outpatient/clinical services 
building, and a complex for the provisions of 

I maintenance, laundry, and central supply 
(services as well as ancillary buildings for 

y administration and physical plant services. 
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Goals; 

1. A condition in which all psychiatric hospitals will be well 
planned so that they can be effective in the forms of the 
treatment provided. 

2. A condition in which the community of Killeen can develop an 
awareness and acceptance of this psychiatric hospital as a step 
towards the future. 

3. A condition in which the resources of the hospital are optimized. 

4. A condition in which the patients and staff can focus on positive 
physical and emotional needs through psychiatric treatment, 

5. A condition in which all branches of the hospital can efTectively 
coordinate activities and create a spirit of cooperation among 
staff as well as individuals. 

6. A condition of excellence at all levels of programming and 
design. 

7. A condition in which constructive criticism will be sought at all 
levels of the design process. 

Objectives 

1. To produce an effective form in the design that will lead to a 
state-of-the-art facility. 

2. To establish a concern for the needs of the mentally disturbed 
(adult, adolescent, youth) that will produce a sense of positive 
reaction conducive to the healing process. 

3. To draw from the program a good format that will lead to 
exciting design decisions. 



4. To establish a feeling of accomplishment/procrress between staff 
and patient. 

5. To focus CHI the integration of building and site in a realistic 
contextual manner. 

6. To integrate all branches of the hospital as one complete 
working whole 

7. To eliminate any negative feeling that could become associated 
with this facility. 

• •••':/•>••:•.••..• ••:••^: . ' . W T V ^ O u . X O M i 
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M A J O l nSSHJIES ID)!E1FIIB3I1IID A M ISSOniBISD 

This thesis project is going to be a Residential Treatment Center. 
It will be located Killeen, Texas. It will have facilities ranging 
from adult to youth, both male and female. There will be five 
different levels of interaction with level one being nominal mental 
care to level five which is serious mental care. There will be 
spaces alloted for administration offices, hospital stations, dwelling 
units, recreational outlets, visiting nodes, maintenance supply and 
other vital facilities. This 130 bed facility will be placed on a 43 
acre tract of land. This project is important because of the 
interrelationship of these special people/users, and "normal" 
people. I believe that this type of architecture should not portray 
a cold shoulder attitude but rather a warm and compassionate 
feeling of understanding. It will be my goal to understand and 
fulfill the needs of each user be it patient or administrator. 

It is virtually impossible to address every issue within just a few 
pages but I will address a few, realizing that in my program I 
will have to address almost an infinite number of issues. Some 
issues covered in this proposal are organizational/ordering issues, 
quality of life issues, behavioral issues, behavioral settings/place 
issues, human needs/action issues, and aesthetic issues, 
respectively. As you can tell the issues addressed relate to one 
primary driving force, people. As I have alluded to people are 
the primary focus of attention. It is people who will ultimately be 
the final authority in the utilization of the architects best layed 
plans and intentions. So often the architect forgets the main intent 
of what architecture is, I believe it is people and their safety, both 
physically and mentally. 
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The issue of organizational/ordering issues is to me a complexity 
issue of hierarchy. To me it is clear that people organize 
themselves from a top down pattern. 1 will use this project to 
develop a reverse pyramid that allov/s for patient/user to take top 
billing, by doing this hopefully it will allow for a more conducive 
atmosphere of control for both patient, employee and 
administrator. The campus plan might be more responsive for this 
concept than others but this will be determined upon further 
review as to what has been done previously and what is to be 
done in the future. The state of the art in psychiatric facilities 
win also lead to important design decisions. 

The behavioral issues for this particular 
project must not be overlooked or 
undermined. It is of prime importance that 
the effects of place be understood and 
developed to care for the sensitive nature of 
the users. What are the requirements of 
these different users in relation to setfings, 
place, needs, wants and the like? What is 

^ the psyche of the patient to the employee 
and visa versa? What are the time 
durations an activity takes place and where 
does it take place? These and many other 
questions are in a unique pattern that is 
very specific to this design problem and 
must be addressed in detail. 

All of these concerns relate closely to how one perceives the qual
ity of life issues. As a psychiatric center for troubled individuals 
one must realize this very sensitive but relative issue. I don't 
believe in putting people into an artificial environment that is a 
breeding ground for future failures. The quality of life must be 
more than adequate to provide feeling of self esteem and pride. As 
I see it there are four different levels of perspective to this issue 
l)Administrative, 2) Employee/Social worker/Psychiatrist, 



3)Patient: level 1-5 and 4)0bserver or public view-point. How do 
all of these different perspectives correlate, similar and dissimilar? 
The quality of life in this institute must represent both the finest 
and technologically advanced motivation without disturbing the 
raw essence of the primary purpose. 

As one becomes aware of architectural issues, 
one of the most important is the aesthetic. 
Aesthetics is one of the parts that separates 
the good intentions of the architect into 
meaningful intentions. It separates architecture 
from pure engineering. Buildings are little 
more than a structural skeleton surrounded by 
an architectural skin. Aesthetics, again, is a 
very subjective subject but it hits home with 
everyone. How one perceives a structure can 
go a long way to establishing positive or 
negative influences, whether its acceptable or 
not. The architect can be very influential to 
not only a iinite symbolance but also a 
worldwide attitude of acceptability. I want to 
go beyond the normal response and create a 
work that will provide a springboard of ideas 
for future reference. To set the standard by 
which all others are judged. I believe rirsi 
impressions mean a lot, and that it is one issue 
you can never take too lightly, no one pays for 
nor wants a mediocre building. 

Again, I am proposing to create a hospital of psychiatric care. 
This is important to me because 1 have been associated with this 
subject on an indirect bases for some time. After realizing the 
impersonal care taken to such facilities I w^nt to prove to myself 
and others that such an ideal is totally false and disruptive, not 
only to the psychiatric and architectural profession but to those 
w/ho inhabit these facilities. This gives me the opportunity to 
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establish myself in the "real world" and perhaps bring 
opportunities that would otherwise go unnoticed. This project will 
encompass a wide range of care facilities from Inpatient to 
outpatient care for both adolescents to adult. These programs will 
deal not only with psychological disorders but also alcohol and 
drug related disorders. 
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FUICTIOI-FOIRM-ECOIOMI-TIME 

FUNCTION 

The Residential Treatment Center's in this 
nation seek ways to increase good health 
service to each community they serve. Some of 
the potentials for a new facility in the Killeen, 
Texas area have been identified, e.g., inpatient 
care both adolescent and adult, outpatient care 
both adolescent and adult. Substance abuse 
program for alcohol and drugs. Occupational 
therapy programs, educational programs, 
Recreation activities, ect. It is my opinion that 
this facility will work best through the use of 
a campus plan that becomes "outwmrd" 
bringing the out side in. 

FORM 

Function 

Form 

Economy 

Time 

1 p«opt« 
2 acthndn 
3 r»<itionshipa 

4 sita 
5 •nvironm«n« 
6 quality 

7 initial budg«< 
8 oparating coata 
9 lifacyclacosti 

10 paat 
11 praaani 
12 hitura 

Since the hospital should provide for the total 
needs of the patient, the design should be 
sensitive to the wants, needs, aspirations, goals, 
ideas as any other environment would be. 

The relatively square site and its gentle slope 
to the south provide for the development of 
good "sol-air" design. The passive solar 
relationship to the site must play a major part 
in the design development phase. The campus 
plan must then response to these forces. 

Given the condition of the other land 
developments in the surrounding area, this 
facility will be of prime importance as one 
enters the city of Killeen. A strong identity will 
have to be established to- get over the 
misconceived ideas of a psychiatric/drug abuse 
hospital. Therefore, the planning should 
propose ways of developing an identity that is 
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1 4 3 2 © 
2 3 4 1 0 
4 1 2 3 0 

competitive but sincere to its physical 
surroundings. 

Since the area is relatively free of major 
vegetation , the master plan should create 
green planted areas with courts and patios 
for the psychological effect. 

ECONOMY 

Since the budget established the quality of 
construction at "above average to excellent", 
the quality of design must be at a high 
level. 
This facility will consider nothing but the 
best in terms of performance in return for 
its investments in services, therefore cost 
effectiveness should be interwoven into the 
planning of this hospital. 

TIME 

The future will bring increasing change to 
the scope of services in terms of the "state 
of the art" Therefore, the campus plan 
should respond to the certainty of change 
and its ability to be flexible to any 
unforeseen additions. 

It is not certain whether the succeeding 
phases of planning and development will be 
performed in a conventional or High Tech 
atmosphere therefore, this plan must be 
adaptable to both processes. 

Function Economy 

Time Form 
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Through the ages, mental illness was usually considered to be a 
form of demoniacal possession, and humane care was rare before 
the end of the eighteenth century, (see appendix A) Psychological 
formulations of the psychiatric disorders were proposed in the late 
nineteenth centurj^ the most far-reaching of these medical 
psychologies was the psycho-analytical method of Freud. In the 
1930's several empirical physical methods of treatment were 
discovered; the 1950's saw the inception of pharmacological 
treatment of the psychosis, and an enlightened legislation for the 
care of the mentally disordered, t 

Psychiatric and Psychological in social 
therapy is an attempt to help people to 
change by affecting the way in which 
they live. It is based on the observation^' 
that people are shaped by the way they^^ 
live. 2 For example after years in the 
army a man is neat, tidy and respectful; j j ^ - ^ 
after years in at a boarding school a boy 
is polite, deferential and sexually 
inhibited. 

Social therapy in psychiatry is about two centuries old; before the 
eighteenth century there were hardly any institutions for the 
mentally ill. There were in fact hardly any large residential 
treatment facilities of any kind, this because of the inevitable 
pestilences which kept numbers down. Jails were small, general 
hospitals tiny. Before the nineteenth century the only group of the 
mentally ill who were confined or helped were the violent and 
dangerous, they were locked up until they died or became quiet 
enough to be let out as old folk. Their numbers were not large; 
most of them died shortly after they were released. There were 
families that had trouble looking afler their mentally ill. Thus 
treatment facilities began to develop during the eighteenth century. 

tMax Valentine. An Introduction to PsvchiaUr (E 6cS Livingstone LTD, 1%2). p 10. 
2David H Clark, Jsocial Tlieraov in PsvcliiaU-v. (Cliurclihill Uvingstone. 19S1). p 3. 
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At the end of this century, with what is known as the 'human 
revolution of psychiatry', institutional psychiatry t)egan to develop. 

PUBLIC IMAGE 

Mental illness is not perceived as strange a phenomenon as it once did. 
One out of two adults has personally known someone who has had help 
for mental or emotional problems. And almost as many admit to having 
had personal problems themselves for which they could have used 
professional help. 

The mentally ill are nol uniformly 
rejected. Guarded opinions are expressed 
as to how closely one should associate 
with those known to have been mentally 
ill. Al one extreme, seven out of ten 
would be willing lo have former mental 
care patients employed as co-workers or 
neighbors; but only one in four would 
want them as a room male. Ullimalely 
this social distance would depend on the 
severity of the persons former mental 
disorder. 

The general public differ sharply on their views of what is an illness and 
what is nol. For example a man who wears his wifes clothing is viewed as 
having a clear mental illness and should be treated as such. On the other 
hand, the man/woman who lives alone, without friends, shy, and 
withdrawn should nol be helped by professionals but relatives or friends. 
Qearly both cases should be classified as being some form of behavioral 
illness and should be helped. 

The public also differs on what is a mental problem and what is an 
emotional problem. For example, Hiding with an air rifle to shoot al 
strangers on the street is regarded as a mental problem, but having 
lemper tantrums when rejeaed or disappoinied is regarded as an 
emotional problem. In general, mental troubles are considered more 
serious than the emotional troubles, and are thought of more often as an 
illness. 

There remains a kind of ambivalence in the public s altitude about the 
functions of a menial hospilal for ihe mentally ill. The old notion thai 
mental hospitals exist for the proleaion of ihe general public is still 
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prevalent, although many see these hospitals as becoming treatment 
institutions and believe that the patients do gel belter there. While some 
view mental hospitals as being like prisons, the image of the quality of 
care rendered in mental hospitals is not much different than the quality 
of care rendered in general hospitals. 

ROLES OF PSYCHIATRISTS VS PSYCHOLOGISTS 

There is considerable ignorance and confusion as to the roles played by 
the various mental health professionals and as to what their 
qualifications are. For example, many cannot distinguish between 
psychialrist and psychologist, Nearly half the public do nol know that the 
psychiatrist is actually an M.D. specializing in the study, treatment and 
prevention of disorders with the mind. On the other hand, the 
psychologist studies the science dealing with the mind and with mental 
and emotional processes.(See activity analysis for further description) 
The public is rather unaware of some of the leading institutions for the 
care of the mentally ill. Where to go for treatment of alcoholism is 
somewhat better known than where to go for other problems, such as 
care for young/old people with mental or emotional problems. 

There is a widely held notion that "most" people feel very helpless aboul 
mental illness to be the most serious health problem in this country. The 
great majority favor coverage for care for menial illness through extra 
charges on regular health insurance. Most (nine out of ten) fell that "the 
government should be raising more money for and spending more money 
on mental health services." 

FEELINGS FOR PROFESSIONAL HELP 

Almost 45% of adults have at one time or another had problems 
that might have been helped by seeking professional help. An 
additional 15% has had personal problems but does not believe that 
going to a professional could have helped. The rest, two out of five 
or about 38%, deny having ever had any pressing personal 
problems. 

One out of eleven adults reports having gone for help for an 
emotional problem or condition. Of those who have gone for help 
report that they have seen ether a psychiatrist 
physicianCnonpsychiatric), psychologists, social worker, and 
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counselors. Few report seeing clergymen or lawyers among others. 
Only one out of five felt free to report having been hospitalized for 
a mental condition. And one out of six of those who have had help 
are now going somewtiere for help.^ 

The question then arises if 45% of the people seek help for their 
personal problems and conditions, v/hy then do people who have 
these troubles don't seek help? The main reasons why persons with 
mental or emotional troubles do not go for help, as seen by the 
public, are: fear of w/hat people might think or say; fear of finding 
out if it is serious, of losing their freedom, or of being hurt; the 
lack of recognition of the trouble or the inability to realize that they 
have a problem; emotional blocks such as shyness, denial, 
temporizing, desire for privacy, pride, ect."* Less frequently 
mentioned reasons are related to general ignorance and ignorance 
of help available; the cost involved; belief in self-reliance; and lack 
of faith in the efficacy of help. 

In the last quarter century, the number of inpatient care and 
outpatient care residents have quadrupled from 1,7 million episodes 
in 1955 to 6.9 million residents in 1977. The proportion of 
inpatient/outpatient residents has reversed during this time period 
from three-quarters of all patient care episodes in 1955 to one-
quarter of all patient care episodes in 1977 taking place in inpatient 
settings. 5 This represents a dramatic increase in outpatient episodes 
rather than a shift in movement from inpatient to outpatient. 

RESIDENTIAL TREATMFMT 

In the decade between 1969 and 1979, the average daily inpatient 
census in mental health faciUties dropped by nearly half(from 
468,831 in 1969 to 133,384 in 1979),6 The population L state and 
county hospitals was cut by nearly two-thirds, while residential 
treahnent centers grew over 30% and private psychiatric hospitals 
grew nearly 10%. Changes can be seen in the percentage of 
occupied beds in various facilities. State and county mental hospital 

Ĵack Elinson. Elena Padilla, & Marvin Perkins, PubiicImageOf Mental Health 
Services (Mental HeaiUi Materials Center, 1%7), p,3. 
^Eiinson, Public Image of Mental Health p, 7. 

5NIMH. Provisional Data on PaUent Care Episodes in Mental Health Facilities, 1975 
mum "̂"̂ '̂ "̂ ^ of Mental Health. Mental Health, United States 1983. U.S. Dept. 
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occupancy has varied little, notwithstanding the substantial 
population decrease. This is likely attributable both to closed beds 
facilities and to the deinstitutionalism movement. 

LENGTH OF STAY 

In short stay facilities, ihe average stay for mental disorders in 
1980 was 11.5 days - those under the age of 15 and those over 65 
exceeded the average by two or more days. The average length of 
stay for all mental disorders was exceeded at a most significant 
rate for those diagnosed with schizophrenia (16.1 days) pre adult 
disorders (18.5 days), and affective disorders (14.1 days). Usually 
organic brain syndrome length of stay increases with age, as does 
affective disorders. *7 Schizophrenia length of stay remains 
comparable across all age groups. Personality disorders, and 
alcoholism and drug related length of stays remained stable 
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Figure 5-1 Length of Stay In Days 
Max Valentine. An Introduction to Psychiatry (E & S Living- stone LTD. 1962). p. 105 

•̂ NIMH Unpublished daU from the National Hospital Discharge Survey. 1980 
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TYPFS OF DISORDERS 

In 1975 over 50% of admissions to inpatient facilities were for the 
treatment of schizophrenia or depressive disorders and another 20% 
were for alcohol disorders. Schizophrenia and depressive disorders 
accounted for only 24% of all outpatient admissions; transient and 
acute disorders accounted for a majority of outpatient services, 
while 11% of all persons admitted to outpatient services were not 
diagnosed for anything at all for various reasons.^ 

Neuroses 5% INPATIENT SERVICES 

;.;:::::: Organic Brain Syndrome 5% 

Personality Disorders 6% 

All other 13% 

Alcohol Disorders 19% 

Depressive Disorders 25% 

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ADMISSIONS 

Figure 5-2 Percent Distribution of Admissions (inpatient) 

«NIMH. 1975. 
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OUTPATIENT SERVICES 
Alcohol Disorders 4% 

Neuroses 8% 
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m ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ Childhood Disorders 10% 

Personality Disorders 10% 

^^^^4444^44^^44^4444^4442 Schizophrenia 11% 

No Mental Disorder 11% 

Depressive Disorders 13% 

Transient Situation 
Disorders 14' 
—I—r 

1% 

2% 4% 1 0 % 1 2 % 1 4 % 1 6 % 1 8 % 

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ADMISSIONS 

Figure 5-3 Percent Distribution of Admissions (outpatient) 

MENTAL HEALTH EXPENDITURES 

As a proportion of total medical expenditures, mental health has actually 
declined slightly. Both total medical expenditures and mental health care 
expenditures have increased in real dollars more than three fold. Direct 
cosls of mental illness were $19.6 billion in 1977; 14 percent of total 
personal health costs. Slate, county, and other public mental hospitals 
account for the largest mental illness cost, 22%. Psychiatric care in general 
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hospitals (20.5%). and care of the mentally ill in nursing homes (16.4%). 
rank 2 and 3 in direct costs.̂  

As a percent of gross national product, national health expenditures have 
grown by more than 100% in 30 years between 1950- 1980. In real 
dollars, the cash expenditures have multiplied by a factor of 20. The 
decade between 1960 and 1970 marked the largest period of growth in 
national health expenditures since 1950, most likely attributable lo the 
establishment of the Federal Medicare program. 

rJ?i^.l1' ̂ ""l^ ^^xf f ^ ^^?^^ ^^^^^ Administration. Final Report Economic Costs to Society of Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Illness 19S0 ^^^nomic 
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INTRODUCTION 

Definition: 
Drug abuse is variously defined as : (1) The use by self-ad ministration of 
any drug m a drug in a manner that deviates from the accepted social 
and medical praaices within a given community or society. (2) The 
habitual use by self-ad ministration of any agent lo the extent il 
interferes with the physical, psychological . vocational or social 
functioning of the individual; or (3) the habitual use by seif-
administration of any agent for the sole purpose of altering the mood or 
emotions of the user. 

The misuse and abuse of drugs by personal choice has become a major 
problem in our society. This problem reaches into almost ah age groups 
and every economic, educational and social group. There is not one 
geographic region that can declare itself free from the drug abuse 
problem, that is unless they choose not to recognize it. Most approaches to 
combat drug abuse emphasize the actions of the government. The private 
seaor. however, must also be considered as an important component of 
society's response to the total problem. Many types of private 
organizations have been active in the education and treatment of this 
ever increasing problem. 
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DRIinS AND OUR YOUTH 

The recent surge of drug misuse and abuse among our youth is evidence, 
of the insufficient instruction in handling interpersonal relationships and 
personal conflicts and frustrationŝ <>. This then ties in with one reason our 
youth have psychological problems, and need treatment from a 
professional and experienced staff of psychiatrist and psychologist. As 
the society becomes more complex the temptation to escape by means of 
alcohol and drugs wiH continue to rise. The use of drugs is a way to make 
the everyday aspeas of life easier to cope with, it is a way of overcoming 
feelings of inadequacy, or being different, or making the impersonal 
society more personal. 

Historically, the cultural institutions that have been responsible for 
teaching our youth how to cope with reality have been the family, the 
community, the churches and the schools. More often than not the family 
has shifted the responsibility of this major undertaking to the churches, 
and from the churches to the schools. This seems to be a backward 
process that tends to make the normal individual feel scared of the 
unknown therefore turning to drugs as a viable means to offset this 
confusion. It is the responsibility of the family to reassure and instruct 
the youth of today so that care facilities wont become to overcrowded 
and we as a nation can look to the future with renewed optimism 

i ? " ^^^'',^^''^,^' Alternaiives-OnpaDDmach toHr..^ o^...,^j»^ Mmrrjrnn 
Vocational Associatton), p.7. 
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WHO ARE THE DRUG ABUSERS? 

There are many current misconceptions about who the drug abusers are. 
They are not all young people nor are they all long haired hippies of the 
sixties. Drug abusers are Doctors who recklessly prescribe undo 
medication al a minimal fee. They are truck drivers who take 
amphetamines to stay awake for the "long haul" or that second job, or 
students who slay awake to finish that project they put off till the last 
minute. They are housewives who lake uppers to finish the housework or 
maybe even help in losing weight. Drug abusers are those who lake 
endless numbers of tranquilizers and sleeping piUs looking for that good 
nights sleep. Simply put a drug abuser is anyone who misuses any drug 
whether its alcohol, tranquilizers, amphetamines, even aspirin or even 
caffeine. 

DRUG ABUSE AND THE MILITARY 

The nontherapeutic use of drugs by younger members of today's 
population poses a major problem for military as well as civilian 
segments of our society. Drug usage within the Department of Defence 
indicates 20% of the enlisted personnel in the Army had used narcotics 
and over 42% had used marijuana with an additional 30% using or used 
psychedelics. Among admitted narcotics users in the Army, almost 27% 
used narcotics over 50 times. 

Drug abuse in the Army did not suddenly appear one day shortly after 
Vietnam. Even though it is true that 10-15% of all the U.S. troops who 
fought in the Vietnam War were addicted to heroin and 200 Gl's were 
expected to die of this addiction after they returned home. No the 
problem as with any normal civilian arises from the aspects of the 
pressures of everyday life that had been building up since childhood. 
Only when a man was sent into active duty such as combat did he 
develop the need for social acceptance that could be found through the 
excessive use of alcohol and drugs. 

With two to five percent of Army personnel exhibiting some degree of 
drug dependence-approximately 20.000-50,000 men and women on 
active duty-typical characteristics of the Army drug abuser merit 
discussion especially since Killeen. Texas is home to largest Army military 
base in the western world. 

Who then abuses drugs in the Army? Reports state that 61% of the 
patients treated for drug abuse by the VA are the Vietnam-era veterans: 
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15% were World War 11 veterans; and 24% were Korean and peacetime 
veterans. Of those who went to Vietnam indicate that they tried some 
type of drug before going; 25% were in trouble with the law before 
entering the military and 55% are from broken homes.i* 

Like civilian cultures. Army drug users can find comfort and social 
acceptance from peer groups who likewise use drugs as a common means 
of socializing. Soldiers have described drugs as a form of thrih-seeking or 
of finding something new and different to do with their free afternoons 
and evenings. This is not any different than the civilian ranks in society. 
The only difference is that these Gl's are scrutinized more by the public 
because of the role they play in our nation and around the world. 

DRUG EDUCATION 

How. then, can we provide education aboul drug use and abuse, and 
present these alternatives? An ignored fact is that the drug education 
process begins al home. Children entering kindergarten already have had 
five years of drug education. Preschoolers learn quickly by observation 
and imitating the practices and attitudes of family members. Parents 
have the responsibility to teach the growing child respect for potentially 
dangerous substances and the proper use of medications. 

The drug programs in the schools cannot 
be expected lo isolate one class as a 
separate and distinct course. Obviously 
Drug related problems should be taught 
in the Health Education Class but one 
teacher in one subject wont get the job 
done. One solution would be to make it a 
planned undertaking that many teachers 
of many different subjects attack the 
problem on a personal level of their 
particular subject. This would bring aboul 
various opinions on a very controversial 
topic in our schools today. 

Certain conclusions about drugs should be brought up at every 
educational program attempting lo deal with the drug epidemic. (1) There 
is not a drug known lo man that if used used in excess will not be 

clin^cnf ^o^^'^^' ̂ ^ ' ^^^"^ ^^^ ^^"^ Program: A Future ModeKDrug Abuse 
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harmful lo the human condition. (2) Drugs are neither good or bad. They 
become helpful when used properly and harmful when used 
destructively, il just depends on the how people use them. (3) Used in a 
positive manner, drugs may play a positive role in physical, mental or 
social health. (4) Society's task is lo weigh the physical, psychological, and 
social dangers of each drug and lo judge whether the hazards are greater 
than the pleasures produced by the drug, i 2 

The manner in which this material is presented is of prime importance. 
There should be enough flexibility to allow for questions, disagreement 
and argument. The atmosphere should be such that everyone can express 
opinions for and against any given subject or comment. This freedom of 
the drug user can be hard on instructors but without the necessary 
communication the user cannot develop his/her own sets of personal 
values. 

•̂ Dohner. p42. 
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Background Study 

This profile is dedicated to providing the reader with three 
important selection criteria relaUve to the industrial site location 
process. 

Preview 

Section 1.1 Depicts the geographic location & demographic 
data. 

Section L2 Relates to the business atmosphere. 
Section 1,3 Depicts the quality of life in the community. 
Section 1.4 Summary of Killeen study 

SECTION 1: LOCATION 

1.1 Geographic Location, and Dcmograhic Data. 

1.1.1 Location 

Killeen, Texas, is located in the high-technology corridor of Texas 
that runs on a Northeast/Southwest axis from DaUas/Fort V^orth to 
Austin/San Antonio. Killeen is the largest of four municipaUties 
along an urban corridor of development in Central Texas 
approximately 20 miles long (from west to east) and approximately 
four miles wide (from north to south) on the southern boundary of 
the Fort Hood MiUtary Reservation, The map on page 1-3 clearly 
identifies these locations. 

Killeen is adjacent to the municipalities of Copperas Cove, Harker 
Heights, and Nolanville and is located on the main line of the Santa 
Fe Railroad. Killeen is bi-sected by U.S. Highway 190 and the 
Central Texas Expressway. 

Killeen is located sixty miles north of Austin, slightly over one 
hour's commuting Ume. This close proximity to one of the most 
sophisticated, urban population <:enters in the Southwest lends a 
"quality of life" advantages. Killeen is far enough away to enjoy its 
own hfestyle, yet close enough to Austin to enjoy all the 
sophistication of a major metropolitan educational, governmental, 
and technological center. 



LOCATION MAP 
(Figure 5-4) 
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1,1.2. Demographics 

The urban corridor of Central Texas comprises the Killeen-Temple 
SMSA with a population of 185,000. The following growth pattern 
will prove beneficial to every industry considering Killeen, Texas, as 
a site. 

Killeen ranks first in Texas and fifth in the nation in 
the percentacre of people to be gained between 1980 and 
1990. 
Killeen ranges first in Texas and second in the nation in 
the percentage of growth in the field of services 
employment. 
Killeen ranks second in Texas and fifth in the nation in 
the percentage of growth in financial fields. 
Estimated total population v^thin a 60 mile drawing 
radius is 600,000 people. 
Killeen trade area population 185,000. 
City of Killeen - 67,000. 
City of Killeen actual growth rate - 1970-1980 - 36.16%. 
City of Killeen projected growth rate _ 1980-1990 -
21.12/0. 

Source: The nationalpJarming Association. 

Several factors are worthy of comment: 

* Average household income is over 
50% above the established poverty 
level, indicating a strong work ethic. 

* Average population age level is 23.5 years, 
indicating a young growing community. 

* Family households constitute almost 90% of those in the 
community with single parent households only 10%. 

* 68% of those average population have a minimum of a 
high school education. 

T h ^ demographic data manifest themselves in a quaUtv of Hfe 

the pJS^ar^^^^^ ' ' ' ^ ^ ' "̂̂  ^^^^^^^^' ^ ' "̂ ^̂  ^^ displayed later in 
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1.2 Business^ Industry, Military Atmosphere 

In the mid-sixties and early seventies, Killeen found itself to be a 
typical miUtary community. After a self-assessment, three 
organization, in unity, combined their efforts to develop a broad 
business ahnosphere. 

To accomplish their objectives, a broader based retail business was 
required. This resulted in attracting the construction of several 
small shopping centers and the Killeen Mall, a 125 retail outlet 
complex, 

A second step was to improve health facilities, which included the 
establishment of the Metroplex Hospital and several general clinics 
to augment ttie large military hospital at Fort Hood and the 
renowned Regional Hospital, Scott and White Memorial Hospital in 
Temple, about 20 miles away. 

1.2.1 Business Attitude - Government 

The City Government is acutely aware of the need to diversify its 
economic base. City government is the "engine" that is the economic 
development effort. It is a pro-business government and growth 
oriented. 

1.2.2 Local Business Leaders 

The business community also sees the need to move away from a 
one way economy. The city's business leaders are strongly 
committed to an "all out effort" to bring new indushy to the city. 
This pro-growth attitude is manifested in many ways: 

1. The Industrial Park, which is a non-profit entity supported by 
local contributions. 

2. The h-ue "Team Effort" by all facets of the 
community in making the community the best it can for 
for profitable new business locations. 

3. Tlie willingness to "put their money where their mouth is.' 
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1,2.3 Military 

Fort Hood, Texas, home of the largest military installation in the 
free world, is a very active parhier in the community. The civilian 
and military have one of the most positive and unique relationships 
of its kind. • - . - , — — ' i 

Fort Hood sees new industry as positive additions to the city. New 
industrial locations provide work places for active military 
dependents and also for separating and retiring soldiers. Fort Hood 
wholeheartedly supports economic grovv^. 

1.2.4 Military/Business Industrial Community 

Preliminary success has been experienced in the team effort. 

**EDS has located one of their tive Regional Computer 
Centers for project VIABLE in Killeen. The Army computer-
oriented effort of over $500 million was the largest computer 
contract in the history of the U.S. Government. 

* Martin-Marietta, a prime defense contractor, has located a 
facility in the Killeen Park. 

B̂DM Corporation, which provides high-technology personnel 
for instrumentation and range to TCATA, a subordinate 
command of TRADOC, has its support office in One Killeen 
Center. 

^Central Texas computronics, which provides data services to 
banks across Texas, has recently completed a new 30,000 
square foot data center in the Killeen Industrial Park. 

1.2.5 Lal>or Unions 

There is httie or no union a activity in Killeen. The only two unions 
present are the CWA at the telephone company and the Federal 
Employees Union at Food Hood. Simply put Killeen is a non-union 
town and Texas is a non-union State. 
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1.2.6 Labor 

Workforce 

The total civilian workforce available 
within 60 miles of Killeen is 170,471. 

The total workforce in 
Killeen/Temple SMSA is 87,200. 

the 

Killeen's total workforce numbers 17,358. 
In the period 1980-1986, the workforce 
in Killeen has grown by 30% from 13,656 
to 17,743. Tliis trend is expected to 
continue through the year 2000. 

Employee Potential 

Unemployment in Killeen has averaged 14.59% for the past several 
years. This is due in part to the military installation and the 
groMdh in the workforce. Since the growth in the population is 
expected to continue, prospective employers will find an abundance 
of eager, well-qualified potential employees. 

1.2.7 Support and Basic Industrial Infrastructure 

Training the Labor Force 

The American Educational Complex, 
described later, is a unique organization 
whose representation is known 
worldwide for its capability for custom 
training of business, industry, 
Government, and military personnel for 
the United States and Third World 
nations. The American Educational 
Complex is well qualified to assist in 
providing training curriculum for any 
and all applications. 

—V^I'V 
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Transportation 

Killeen's central geographic location makes it accessible to overnight 
delivery of merchandise to all major markets of the Southwest. 

Highways 

Killeen is on the Interstate Highway 
system. U.S. highway 190 has been 
completed to join Interstate 35 which 
connects Killeen to Dallas/Fort Worth 
to the north and Austin/San Antonio 
to the south There are also several 
secondary highways that provide 
access to Waco, Houston, and Abilene. 

Rail 

Rio Airways 

Killeen is on the main line of the 
Santa Fe Transportation System. Daily 
service for carload shipments is 
available to Los Angeles to the west, 
Houston to the south, and Chicago to 
the north. Local facilities including 
loading docks and T.O.F.C , are also 
available. 

Air 

The Killeen Municipal Airport is 
served by two commuter airlines, Rio 
Airways and American Eagle. 

SHrK"^"" ^^ ^'^^^ "^^^y ^̂  Dallas/Fort Worth Regional Aimort 

1900. ^ vv. Kio uniizes the 19-passenger Beechcraft 
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American Eagle 

American Eagle, operated by Metro Express II, has five round trip 
flights daily to DFW Airport. American Eagle passengers have the 
opportunity to connect easily to more than 94 American Airhnes 
destinations via the Dallas/Fort Worth hub, as well as with all 
other airlines operating out of the Dallas/Fort Worth airport. 

Metro Express II is using brand new 19-passenger turbo-prop 
aircraft which feature air-conditioned, pressurized cabins and a 
cruise speed of 300 miles per hour. The Jetstream 31 is wide-
bodied, and offers considerably more stand-up roorn than any other 
aircraft in its class. 

American Airlines handles all of American Eagle reservations, using 
American's state-of-the-art SABRE computerized reservation 
system, and ticket counters are automated with ticket boarding pass 
printers. One-stop check-in for boarding passes and luggage to 
their final destination is available for passengers connecting at the 
DFW hub. 

Motor Freight 

Motor Freight carriers serving the Killeen area Include: 

(1) Bowman 
(2) Central Freight Lines 
(3) Roadway 
(4) Yellow Transit 
(5) Consolidated Freight Ways 
(6) Transcon 
(7) ABF, Inc. 

Air Freight 

Air Freight companies serving Killeen include 
(1) Flying Tiger 
(2) Airborne 
(3) Burlington 

Parcel Service (overnight) 
(1) Federal Express 
(2) Purolator 
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1.2.8 Government and the business community 
r^»21^ 

The role of the government and the Tax 
Structure are essential data in establishing 
an ahnosphere conducive to business. Five 
units of Government comprise the taxing 
structure of the area. State ad valorem 
taxes are constitutionally prohibited; neither 

TAX RATES 

County 
City 
School 
College 
Road 

$0.27 per $100.00 
$0.47 per $100.00 
$0.47 per $100.00 
$0.17 per $100.00 
%(].m per $100.00 

Total $L43 per $100.00* 
( T a b l e 5 - 1 ) 

*This is assessed at 100% value on real property and 100% 
depreciated value on personal property. The total tax rate has 
increased only marginally in the last three years from $1.36 per 
$100.00 1984 to $1.43 in 1987. This is due in part to the explosive 
growth in the tax base during this period as well as fiscal 
responsibility on the part of Government. 

1.3 Community Services 

Two basic community services essential to any employee, family, 
business, industrial, or military group are the Education and Health 
Care Facilities of a community. 

Health Care 

Killeen is growing and Metroplex Hospital is keeping pace with that 
grov^h. Located just west of Killeen, the fully-accredited 
community hospital provides medical services to a region covering 
more than a 20-mile radius. 

Although locally owned, Metroplex is a member of the largest not-
for-profit health care system In the United States; accordingly, 
Metroplex has positioned itself to respond aggressively both to the 
varied needs of its growing community and the revolution of 
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changes currently facing the health care Industry. As an indication 
of this responslbleness, during the past 18 months the hospital has 
introduced a numbei' of innovative health care programs normally 
only found in much larger communities. 

In addition to all of these innovative health 
care programs, Metroplex also offers the 
normal services routinely associated with a 
hospital. The 78-bed faciUty provides a 7-
bed Intensive care unit, a 30-basslnet nursery, 
a full-range pathological laboratory, a licensed 
pharmacy, full-service radiology, and a 24-
hour physidan-stafted emergency room. 
Physical therapy, respiratory therapy, and 
dietary consultation are also availability. 

Recognizing the need for additional physician specialists to serve the 
growing population, Metroplex has been vigilant in identifying and 
recruiting highly quaUfied physicians to settle in the area. The 
active medical staff currently provides a wide range of medical 
specialties to the local community. These include cardiology, 
otolaryngology (ear, nose, and throat), gastroenterology, general 
family practice, adult and pediatric neurology, obstetrics/gynecologj', 
ophthalmology, oral surgery, orthopedic medicine, pediatrics, 
psychiatry, general surgery, urology, radiology, nuclear medicine, 
pathology, plastic surgery, and emergency medicine. 

Metroplex Hospital has a health-care philosophy that places strong 
emphasis on the role of prevention through health fairs, health 
screening clinics, health education classes, and health symposiums. 

In early 1986, Metroplex Hospital opened a new medical facility for 
the Central Texas area. This medical center, adjacent to the Killeen 
mall, provides routine minor emergency and industrial medical care 
to the area residents. 

Unlike a physician's normal practice—which is built around 
developing a permanent physical-patient relationship through 
repetitive care—thie urgent-care facility is designed to provide 
medical care to patients when tliey cannot reach or do not have a 
regular physician. 
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Presently the American Educational Complex, Metroplex Hospital, 
and its affiliated organizations are planning a Wellness Center, a 
Psychiatric Center, and an additional physicians' facilities for the 
Hospital. 

The Scott and White Killeen Clinic, at 3801 Scott and White Drive, 
was recently doubled in size and now can accommodate 12 
physicians and their staffs. In addition, a courtesy van provides four 
trips a day to take patients with appointments to the Scott and 
White specialist in Temple. 

Services available to the residents of the Greater Killeen area 
include family practice and pediatrics, minor emergency care, 
laboratory facilities, and X-ray. A psychologist is available on a 
part-time basis. Sub-specialist assistance on a referral basis in the 
Temple Clinic is also available. 

Scott and White's basic mission 
at its primary regional facility, in 
Temple is to provide 
personalized comprehensive high 
quality health care enhanced by 
medical education and clinical 
research. Nursing education has 
been provided since 1906, and 
in 1974 the Texas A&M 
University College of Medicine 
chose Scott and White and the 
Olin E. Teague veteran's Center 
to form its Temple campus. 
Allied health professionals also 
receive training in this clinical 
setting. 

However ihe first and present focus is still on diagnosis and 
h-eahnent of illness. Scott and White spends $3.5 million annually on 
modem medical equipment to assist with the diagnosis and 
treahnent of disease. 
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1.3.1 Education 

The State of Texas has set another new standard for education 
with its competency tests for teachers and the "No Pass/No Play" 
decision. Killeen is blessed with high quality, low cost education 
from kindergarten through graduate school. 

Killeen Independent School District 

The Killeen Independent School District 
(KISD) encompasses Killeen, Harker 
Heights, Nolanville, and all of Fort Hood, 
When school opened in September 1986, 
they had seventeen elementary schools, 
five middle schools, two high schools and 
one vocational school. The elementary 
schools include pre-kindergarten through 
fifth grades; middle schools, sixth 
through eighth grades; and high schools, 
ninth through twelfth grades. Total 
enrolhnent is ejq^ected to peak during the 
1986-87 school year to around 20,000 
students. 

During the 1985-86 school year the district constructed three new 
elementary facilities; New Nolanville Elementary, Hay Branch 
Elementary located in northwest Killeen, and Willow Springs 
Elementary in southwest Killeen. In addition, a new middle school to 
be located in Harker Heights is scheduled to open in September, 
1987, All of these new schools have been built without a tax 
increase or bond issue. 

KISD facilities are in the first-rate condition. All schools are air-
conditioned. Seven schools have been built since 1976, and all 
others have been remodeled since that date. 

School taxes in the district for 1985-1986 were set at $.47 per 
$100.00 valuation (Texas law requires tax valuation at the 100% 
level). KlSD's tax rate remains one of the lowest in the slate. The 
district spent approximately $2,576 per student in 1985-86, which 
was 78% of the state average expenditure per pupil. Funds are 
allotted on an equal basis to all schools in the district, except where 
special programs are provided to assist disadvantaged children. 
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In the schools there is a comprehensive testing program which 
includes the state-mandated competency exam (Texas Education 
Assessment of Minimum Skills), administered in grades 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 
and 11; standardized achievement test (Metropolitan Achievement 
Test), administered in grades one through eight; and standardized 
abilities test (Otis Lennon Test), administered in grades 2, 4, 6, 8, 
and 10. Results are used to diagnose student needs and to monitor 
the instructional programs. 

The talented and gifted program 
(TAG) has been designated as one of 
the State's exemplary programs. It is 
available to students in grades 3-12. 
There is also a support program for 
the K-2 students. A local parent 

Just about every type of extracurricular activity is available in the 
schools, ranging from band (middle and high schools) and choir (all 
levels) to team and individual sports: football, basketball, track, 
tennis, volleyball, and golf at both high school and middle school 
levels. Baseball, soccer, and swimming are available at the high 
school level only. There is also a strong intramural program 
available at both the middle and high school levels, in addition the 
the inter-school competitions, various clubs and other organizations 
too numerous to mention are also available. 
School sponsored activities held throughout the year include Project 
GraduaUon sponsored by high school SADD (Students Against Drunk 
Driving) groups, ROTC ball, athletic awards banquets, honors 
assemblies, proms, and various homecoming activities. 

Computers are utihzed throughout the district at all levels. At the 
elementary level, students in the labs may use the computer for drill 
and practice in mathematics, to improve reading skills, to discover 
geomeh-ic properties in a turtle-world using LOGO, or to write an 
article for the school newspaper. Eight 
take a computer literacy test for one semester and develop skills not 
only in programming, but also in using the computer as a tool for 
data bases and word processing. Secondary schools access 
informaUon about colleges, h-ade schools, professions and financial 
assistance through computers in the counselors' offices or in their 
Occupational Investigation classes. All TAG classes now have the 
opportunity to experiment and learn with problem-solving software 
Through new satellite dishes and participate in teleconferences. A 
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variety of computer-based courses are offered to the secondary and 
vocational curricula. Computers are also being used this year by 
English as a second Language and Special Education Classes. 

Killeen ISD was among Texas districts who pioneered in the concept 
of staff development. Project EXCEL, modeled on the prospects of 
Madeline Hunter, was begun in 1983 for the purpose of training 
KISD teachers and administrators in effective teaching techniques. 
EXCEL has received recognition at the state and national levels as 
an exemplary staff development program. 

During this year, the district has joined with the Greater Killeen 
Chamber of Commerce in launching Adopt-A-School, a program 
designed to develop community-wide support for the public school 
system. Through this program, business, organizations, and 
individuals in the community commit to meet some of a schooTs 
needs for enrichment by providing volunteer time or other 
resources. Most KISD elementary schools have active Parent-
Teacher Associations, and parents are organized to become more 
involved a the middle school and high school levels. This 
partnership between the schools and he community benefits 
everyone. 

The Killeen Independent School District is accredited by the 
Secondary Commis.sion of the Southern Association of Colleges and 
the Texas Education Agency. 
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1.4 SUMMARY OF KILLEEN STUDY 

1.4.1 LOACTION 

Located in the heart of one of the fastest growing economic 
corridors in the nation, Killeen is a one hour drive from Austin, 
three hours from San Antonio, four from Houston,^d three from 
Dallas. 

1.4.2 FORT HOOD 

The largest military installation in the free world houses the 2nd 
/Armored Division, 1st Cavalry Division, and III Corps. Two very 
unique military museums are located on Fort Hood. Open year 
around. 

1.4.3 INDUSTRIAL PARK 

Killeen industrial Foundation owns and operates a fully developed 
250 acre Industrial Park. It is located on FM 2410 and the Santa 
Fe Railroad mainline in East Killeen. The park is deed restricted 
and provides for well planned and well utilized industrial sites. 

1.4.4 CLIMATE 

Killeen's annual mean temperature is 69 degrees, vvlth plenty of 
sunshine and mild winters. 

1.4.5 RELIGION 

80 Churches are located in Killeen, representing 19 denominations. 

1.4.6 PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Killeen Independent School District is the largest school district 
between Dallas and Austin. The system includes 17 elementary, 5 
middle schools, two 5-a high schools and an area vocational school, 
19,000 students are enrolled in the school system. 

1.4.7 PRIVATE SCHOOLS 

Memorial Babtist Christian School, Killeen Baptist Temple Christian 
School, Grace Christian Academy, Good Shepard Christian School, 
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County Day-Living and Learning Center, Killeen Seventh Day 
Adventist .Jr. Academy, and St. .Joseph's Catholic School. 

1.4.8 HIGHER EDUCATION 

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL COMPLEX: composed of American 
Preparatory Institute, Central Texas College, American Technical 
and American TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY, 

1.4.9 MEDICAL FACILITIES 

Ginics include Scott & White Killeen Qinic, Killeen Medical Arts 
Center, Clear Creek Medical Plaza, Central Texas Medical Plaza 
and the Metroplex Minor Emergency Qinic, Hospitals include the 
Damall Army Community Hospital and the Metroplex Hospital. 

1.4.10 BUS LINES 

Southwestern Bus Lines, Kerville Bus Company, and Arrow Coach 
Lines all service the Killeen area. 

1.4.11 HIGHWAYS 

U.S. Highway 190, FM 439, FM 2410, and FM 440. 

1.4.12 AIRPORTS 

Killeen Municipal Airport, Rio & 
American Eagle provides ten daily round 
trip flights from Killeen, Rio connects 
with Delta and American Eagle connects 
with American Airlines, both at the 
Dallas/Ft, Worth Airport. 

1.4.13 LAKES 

Killeen provides easy access to two major lakes in the area. The 
largest is Lake Belton, which is 26 miles long, has 136 miles of 
shore line and borders Ft. Hood, Stillhouse Lake, though smaller 
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and less developed, ofl'ers a great fishing spot, too. Parks, boating, 
camping, water-skiing, picknicking and swinmiing add to the total 
appeal of these great recreational faciUties. 

1.4.14 PARKS 

Killeen boast 13 parks with picnic and playground areas, 3 
swimming pools, and 27 lighted tennis courts. 

1.4.15 GOLF 

Killeen Municipal Golf Course 18 holes 
Oakridge Country Club 9 holes 
Anderson Golf Course 18 holes (on Fort Hood) 
Clear Creek Golf Course 18 holes (on Fort Hood) 
Mill Creek Country Club 18 holes (in Saiado) 

1.4.16 POPULATION 

The population of the Greater Killeen area: 

Killeen 59,992 
Fort Hood 61,544 
Harker Heights 13,000 
Copperas Cove 25,000 
Nolanville i.ypo 

Total 161,644 

( T a b l e 5 - 2 ) 

Source: Greater Killeen Chamber of Commerce 
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I2T1 AlALIil! 

LOCATION AND SIZE 

NEIGHBORS : 

The site that has been selected is in located is on the 
northern boundary line of the Killeen Industrial Park which 
has been discussed in ttie background study of Killeen. It is 
located in the northeastern corner in the city limits of Killeen. 
Located one mile to the north west is Hood Army Airfield 
which is a major army airfield and located to one mile to the 
soutti is Killeen Municipal Airport. One half mile to the south, 
is the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway which forms the 
southern most l:)Oundary for the Killeen Indush-ial Park. .-̂ Iso 
one mile to the east is a small creek that is named Hay 
Branch Creek, (see page 55) 

ArCFSSlRILITY : 

The site fronts State Highway 439 to the north which 
converges with Rancier Avenue. To the west is Twin Creek 
Drive, to the east is Roy ReyTiolds Drive. Therefore all of these 
roads provide adequate means to the site. Directly to the 
north is a residential subdivision ttiat runs right up to fl-ie 
boundary of the Fort Hood Army airport. Thus providing a 
buffer zone between the selected site and the army 
installation. 

VISIBILITY : 

The site is very visible from all directions but especially from 
the noHh and northeast. From the west coming from Rancier 
Avenue the site is not visible until one gets to the site itself. 
From the soutti you have direct sight/visibility but this is 
from abandoned fields where pedesh^ian will not be. This is 
because of the State Highway that runs along this edge of the 
site. This road is a major road for it is the enhrance and exit 
to Highway 35 that runs from Austin to Temple and San 
Antonio and Dallas. Therefore it will not only be accessible, it 
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well be very visible for it is raised above street level about 
ten feet. 

SIZE & SHAPE : 

The shape of the land that has been selected is of a 
rectangular with the north boundary at a angle of 
approximately 25 degrees toward the north. The eastern 
boundary is of irregular shape that zig-zags approximately 5 
degrees tov̂ ard the northwest. The size of the site is 
approximately 43 acres with the northern most 20 acres 
being used for this particular project. The main reason being 
that the back twenty acres slopes toward the rear of the 
property reducing the main view, although it could be 
beneficial to use this side because of the better solar angles. 
(SEE PAGE 56) 

TOPOGRAPHY 

LAND FORMS : 

This site is on the crest of a small hill that is prevalent none 
the less. This hill is at the edge of town so from town this 
crest is very noticeable. Even though all of the landforms 
around the site are of a low lying nature. They are primarily 
soft rolling hills that have no major peaks or valleys. 

CONTOURS : 

The site slopes to the north from a peak at the northwest 
comer of the site. Drainage of the site is in a west to east 
pattem towards the south of the site in a diagonal direction. 
The contours are at fairly regular even hve foot intervals 
(See page 58 for Slope of site) 

SOIL & WATER r 

The soil on the site is thus, from a depth of 0.0 - 1.5 feet the 
soil js of OAY; dark brown in nature. From a depth of 1.5 -
J i r ^ t ^i^ ""^ ^^ '̂̂  ^^Y; tan in nature. From a 
depth of 4.5 - 6.0 feet the soil is of SANDY CLAY; tan in 
nature. And from a depth of 18.8 -19.9 CLAY; orange tan in 
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TOPOGRAPHY a SURFACE DRAINAGE 
( F i g u r e 6 - 1 ) 
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nature. There is no subsurface water above the this 19.9 foot 
depth. Therefore it will be no problem to build light to 
moderate loaded institutional structures that will consist of a 
maximum height of 30 feet, (see page 56) 

ENVIRONMENT 

TRAFFIC & SAFTEY : 

There is only one major road that is near the site, and it 
fronts the site to the north. This major artery is FM 439 it is 
a very busy street with east/west traffic prevalent. Further 
east of the site approximately one mile there is a 20 mile per 
hour speed zone for a local high school that fronts Rancier 
Ave. This particular street is very heavily patrolled at peak 
hours of the day, 

ORIENTATION : 

The site is orientated on a north-south and east-west axis. 
The "front" of the site is orientated to the north with the 
"back" of the site orientated to the south of ihe site. This will 
provide good "sol-air" advantages that will have to be 
incorporated into the final design, (see solar angles page 59). 

NATURAL ADVANTAGE : 

The site has few large h^ees, but it does have smaller ceder 
trees that are located in various places around the site. Low 
lying shrubbery is also prevalent around and on the site 
proper. 

NOISE 

Upon visiting ihe site the noise from the surrounding 
community was very low. Though there is an airport nearby, 
this did not seem to be a prevalent issue. The only major 
noise came from FM 439 but even this noise was very 
minimal. Only small cars use this route so big truck noise will 
not be heard. 
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SITE COST AND UTILITIES 

COST OF PURCHASE AND aEARANCE : 

The site was purchased at a cost of $338,900. This includes 
all 43 acres not just the 20-23 acres this project will entail. 

Utilities 

Key consideration to any industrial development is the availability 
and the cost of utiiity services. Their availability is in the following 
paragraphs. 

Electricity 

The Greater Killeen area is serviced by Texas Power & Light 
Company, a division of the Texas Utilities Electric Company. TUEC 
is investor-ovvned and provides electric power in 91 counties in 
North Central and East Texas to more than 4.5 million people, 
about one-third of the state's population. 

The Texas Power & Light Division provides electric service to 1.8 
million customers, serves an area of approximately 150,000 square 
miles, and has a system capability of 17,100 megawatts. 

Gas 

Lone Star Gas Company provides natural gas service to the City of 
Killeen, as well as 532 other cities and towns in Texas and 
Southern Oklahoma, for a total of over 1,250,000 customers. 

More specifically, the City of Killeen is serviced with a transmission 
line pressure of 250-300 PSIG contained in 2-10 inch lines. Tlie 
average BTU rating (per cubic foot) is approximately 1050. 
Adequate reserves and cuiTent supplies are available to serve any 
industrial need in the service area at reasonable rates. Currently, 
100 PSIG sei'vlce is available to the boundary of the two-year old 
industrial park. 

Water and Sewer Service 

Killeen's water and sewer service is provided by the City of Killeen. 
Belton Lake is the soiuxe of the area's water supply and it is 
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purified by Water Control Improvement District ^1 . The daily 
maximum system capacity is 18.8 million gallons. The size of water 
mains ranges from 6 inches to 16 inches with an average pressure 
of 60 PSIG. The system has a total storage capacity of over 15.9 
million gallons, including ground and overhead storage. The 
average daily consumption is 9.5 million gallons, which is half of 
the system's maximum capacity. Water hardness is measured at 
140-150, depending on the time of the year. Base rates for tap fees 
according to the size, as follows: 3/4" ($200), 1-1/2" ($600), 2" 
($1,000). A charge of $2.00 per unit is applied; however, the first 
two taps are free. 

The City of Killeen provides an activated sludge sewer-type 
treatment plant. Maximum capacity of the system is 15 milhon 
gallons per day. The average daily usage is 9.5 million gallons per 
day. Wastewater rates are based on a 90% flow factor. For 
commercial/industrial customers, the standard rate is $4.50 per 
thousand on the first 3,000 gallons. Consumption above 3,000 
gallons is assessed at $ .75 per thousand. The base tap fee is 
$35.00, with a $2.00 charge per tap. As with water tap fees, the 
first two tap units are free. 

Solid Waste Disposal 

The city of Killeen provides a complete 
waste collection and disposal service. 
Dumpster-typ>e and roll-off container 
collection service is available to commercial 
customers. Rental is also available on 20, 
30, 40 yard open-top containers with an 
average monthly rental charge of $55, $65, 
$75 respectively. Service is administered 
two times a week with service charges 
ranging from $60-75 per month, 
depending on the size of the container. 

The City of Killeen operates its own sanitary landfill with a life 
expectancy of 15-20 years. 

Communiration^; 

The Greater Killeen area is serviced by Central Telephone Company 
of Texas, which is headquartered in Chicago. The entire CENTEL 
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Corporation offers telecommunications service to a number of 
communities in Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, 
Nortti Carolina, Ohio, Virginia, and Texas. 

The Texas division is divided into three 
areas with the largest area being the 
Killeen/Fort Hood Metroplex. The 
company provides service to 60,000 
customers in the Greater Killeen area 
and has over 117,00 access lines in 
operation. 

In addition to standard long distance 
service, the American Educational 
Complex provides satellite tele-conference 
service through its communications 
center on campus in Killeen. This service 
is available to Interested users 

Central Telephone Company of Texas 
provides total telecommunications services 
to numerous exchanges in Texas, 
including the Killeen-Harker Heights 
area. Telephone service in this area is 
equipped with a Northern Telecom DMS-
100 digital switching system which is at 
the forefront of telecommunications 
technology. 

CENTEL provides a full range of access to various long distance 
carriers. In addition to providing W îde Area Telephone Services 
(WATS) for Texas, the United States, including Alaska, Hawaii, and 
several international countries, a nuniber of other optional calling 
plans ai'e available. Each plan is designed to accommodate 
individual telecommunications requirements. Special circuits for 
voice and data are also provided w1tl*i full quality service. 

Their knowledge of technology along with their state-of-the-art 
digital switching equipment affords CENTEL the opportunity to 
provide for its clientele a modem digital switching system which 
will bring about even beXier service at the lowest cost. 
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The quality of communications, t)oth long-line and internaUonai 
services, is essenUal in today's community. Organizations like EDS, 
Martin Marietta, and BDM, together with organizations like the 
/^erican Educational Complex, who use thie service internationally 
for both data and voice transmission, endorse the quality fo the 
service at the lowest cost. 

CLIMATE 

The basic classification of the Killeen area is a warm, temperate 
climate with fairly warm sunimers. The average temperature is 
69.7<̂  F. The highest temperatures occur in July ans August with 
the average maximum ranging between 94<̂  to 96<> F. The coolest 
temperatures occur in December and January with an average 
minimum ranging from 37^ to 38<̂  F. 

Spring: Characterized by warm temperatures; most rainfall 
occurs during this month. 

Summer: During this p>eriod, temperatures increase to the 
average maximum and occasional thundershowers 
occur. 

Autumn: Temperatures during this season are warm an mild. 
The autumn season tends to be windy with some 
thundershower activity. 

Winter: During the winter months, ihe temperature averages 
from the low 40o's to the low OÔ '̂s with alternate 
wami and cold periods. Just over 5 inches of 
precipitation, mostly light rain, can be expected during 
these months. 

Summary: Overall, Killeen enjoys a delightful climate. Spring and 
Fall are particularly pleasant, Winters are short an 
mild, and Summers tend to be very warm. 
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Average High & Low Temperatures 

Month 

January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Average High 

57.4 
61.5 
68.4 
77.8 
84.4 
91.9 
96.2 
96.7 
89.5 
80.4 
68.7 
60.5 

Average Low 

36.6 
40.3 
46.0 
56.8 
64.5 
71.8 
75.0 
74.7 
68.3 
57,7 
46.2 
39.1 

Table 6-1 Average High & Low temperatures 
Source: United States Weather Bureau of Waco, Texas. 

DETAILED ANALYSIS 

Temperature 

Highest recorded temperature is 108o ^ lowest -12^ F. But the 
recommended summer design temperature is 90^ based on 
conditions occurring on exceptionally hot days from June to August. 
Winter design temperatures may be taken as 30*̂  F. 

Sun 
Tlie description of clear and cloudy days is constant throughout the 
year The maximum amount of sunshine occurs in August (72%), 
minimum is in January (59%). Tlie average percent of possible 
sunshine throughout the year is 61%.Solar heat can be a valuable 
contribution during underheated times of the year and day. Shading 
is necessary at the hot periods. A careful balance should be 
established if possible. Tliis is a good indicator that passive solar 
heating will be a viable alternative to keep heating and cooling cost 
to a minimum. 
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WIND 

Wind velocities are generally stable throughout tlie year, with 9.3 
mph r S e summer, and 12 mph in ttie winter as an average 
?Samng Winds during underheated periods come from a 
N o ^ w e l direction, during the overheated P^'^^^^^^JTe 
the South and stable. During the hottest parts of the day the 
prevailing direction is South. High velocity winds (over 15 nph) are 
rare but do exist at different times of the year. Record high is 106 
mph. 

PRECIPITATION 

Monthly averages are fairly uniform throughout the yearĵ  varying 
from 2.42"-2.82" in the Winter months to 1.61"-2.g8" in flie 
sunirner monttis. Heavy cloudburst in tlie summer could bring 1" of 
rainfall in 15 minutes, 'or 5" in a single day. Highest annual rainfai 
in a single month is May with an average of 4.84" total annual 
rainfall in a year is 34.00". 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct F̂ ov Dec 

NORMAL TOTAL PRECIPITATION 
FIGURE 6-4 NORMAL TOTAL PREailTATlON 

SNOW ^JE^ 
< " ^ ^ ^ 

Design for snowfall from 6" to 3-0". Amount of snowfall varies 
considerably from year to year but should be taken into effect as a 
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dead load on a structure. Snow usually will cover the ground for 
2-3 days. The maximum snow-fall in a 24 hour period has been 9.7 
inches. 

RELATIVE HUMIDITY AND VAPOR PRESSURE 

Yearly averages of relative humidity lies between 83% at 6:00 A.M. 
CST to 56% at Noon CST. It is lower in the Winter than in the 
Summer, where it can rise to over 85%, Vapor pressure is highest 
in the Summer averaging 22 mm Hg, but in extreme situations it 
can rise to 24 mm Hg during the last of May through to the 
l:)eginning of September. 

APRIL 
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SUMMARY OF UNCONFINED COMPRESSION TESTS 

Boring No. Depth in feet Qu (tsf) Description 

9 

3 
4 

6 
9 
10 

11 

11.0-12.0 
15.8-17.0 
21.0-22.5 
11.3-12.0 
7.3-8.0 
15.9-16.7 
21.0-21.6 
23.8-24.8 
11.3-12.2 
8.3-9.3 
16.3-17.0 

16,8-17,3 

4.01^ 
5.39^ 
19.60 
86.12 
17.76** 
4.01 
6,07 
12.72** 
26.37 
7.71 
14.20 

27,58 

Weathered Limestone 
Weathered Limestone 
Weathered Limestone 
Weathered Limestone 
Clay; orange tan 
Clay; orange tan 
Clay; orange tan 
Clay; orange tan 
Weathered Limestone 
Clay; tan 
Weathered Limestone 
tan & reddish 
Weathered Limestone 

Table B-2 Soil analysis 

Note: See graphic for location of borings. All Weathered Limestone 
is tan in nature. 

* Clay layer 
** Limestone Layer 

SOURCE: Trinity Engineering Testing Corporation Geotechnical 
Inveshgation of general site conditions. 
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SLOPE OF THE SITE SOUTH PROPERTY LINE 
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SOL-AIR ORIENTATION CHART 

N 

W 

N 

17.52 OPTIMUM 

UNILATERAL DESIGN 

w 

BILATERAL WITH 
SEPERATED SIDES 

SUN ANGLES 30e NORTH LATITUDE 

JUNE 22 

AM ^ 

6 AM 6FM 
7 AM 5FM 
8 AM 4PM 
9 AM 3FM 

10 AM 2PM 
11 AM 1PM 
12 

^LT,-

110 
240 
370 
500 
630 
750 

830 

BEAR 

1110 
1040 
980 
910 
830 
680 
00 

MAR 2I3 SEPT 24 

AM • 

6 AM OfM 
7 AM 5PM 
8 AM 4PM 
9 AM 3PM 
IQAM 2PM 
11AM 1PM 
12 

^ T . -

0*0 
120 
260 
380 
490 
570 
600 

BEAR 

900 
820 
740 
630 
490 
280 
00 

DEC 22 
ASi ^ 

7 AM 5PM 
8 AM 4PM 
9 AM 3PM 

10 AM 2PM 
11 AM 1PM 
12 

ALT.-

.40 
120 
220 
300 
350 
370 

BEAR 

630 
540 
440 
320 
170 

00 

Figure 6-8 optimum sol-air Table 6-3 sun angles for Killeen. Tx. 
SOURCES: VICTOR OLGYAY DESIGN WITH CLIMATE & ARCHITEQURAL. GRAPHIC STANDARDS 
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(General objectives in this temperate region: 

As both underheated and overheated periods are representai 
in substantial part dui'ing the year a balance should be 
established by reducing or promoting on a seasonal basis the 
heat production^ radiation^ and convection effects 

CONCLUSIONS 

This is a very acceptable site for the following reasons: 

1. It is already located in an industrial type setting and 
is already zoned for this type of facility. 

2. It is in a region that needs this type of facility, the closest 
location available is Austin, Tx. w ĥich is 60 miles from 
Killeen. This then brings a certain need to this local with
out going to a larger city for this specialized health care 

3. All landforms and conditions will be more than 
adequate for the project to be located on this site. This . 
condition will l:>e conducive to incorporating good passive 
solar design concepts. And making the availability of 
outdoor spaces a prime consideration. 
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I ITIWOSTS©!! 
Ideally, the transition from childhood to adulthood should be a smooth 
one. Realistically, we are thrust into a world of anxiety and uncertainty. 
Today's ever-changing society places demands on all of us, both children 
and adults. Our response to change, physical or emotional, may cause an 
imbalance in our lives. Frustration and isolation may intensify an already 
difficult situation. Often, professional support can provide the insight for 
restoring harmony and balance to our lives. 

PROGRAMS 

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT 

The programs at this 
hospital includes inpatient 
treatment for children and 
adolescents ages six and 
older. Upon admission, the 
professional staff will make 
an assessment of the social, 
psychological and physical 
needs of each patient. A 
clinical treatment plan is 
developed for each child and 
his/her family. The plan will 
be individualized to specify 
the methods and goals of the 
treatment process. 

ADULT 

An interdisciplinary approach includes individual, family and group 
psychotherapy- Stress management and relaxation training are included 
as needed. Neuromuscular reeducation, physical therapy, occupational 
therapy, recreation therapy, and patient and family education may also 
be incorporated into the individualized treatment program. 
Comprehensive assessments include medical, psychological, and social 
evaluations. 
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DRUGS AND ALCOHOL 

Prior to admission, each patient is screened for program appropriateness 
including such factors as medical/physical status, drug and alcohol 
history and insurance coverage. If a patient is found to be inappropriate 
to the program assistance will be given in finding an appropriate program 
at other facilities. High risk patients needing medical supervised, 
detoxification will be admitted to an acute-care facility where they will 
be visited daily by staff members until stabilized. At the proper time, 
staff members will assist in the transfer into this facility for additional 
treatment and rehabilitation. 

OUTPATIENT SRRVirR?̂  

The outpatient program provides comprehensive psychiatric services to 
children, adolescents, adults and families, who do not require residential 
placement. Depending on the needs, a patient treatment program may 
include individual therapy, group therapy, family therapy, and/or marital 
therapy. 

EDUCATIONAL PROHRAM 

Children are placed in schoolroom 
settings to individual needs. School 
alternatives include education or regular 
classes within special education or 
regular classes within the Killeen 
Independent School District, as well as on 
campus classrooms. 

Only after comprehensive educational 
test, the child is placed at the appropriate 
grade level The objealves of the 
educational aspects of therapy are that 
the child achieves competency in the 
classroom and masters the skills of 
his/her grade level. 
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RECREATION 

A comprehensive recreation program will be designed to maximize the 
use of on-campus recreational facihties and community based 
organizations, clubs, churches and sporting events. 

M. ^-^^ 
Knowing this, this chapter will consider the specific activities of 
staff members and cUents. The major activities of the Greater 
Killeen Residential Treatment Center and will be classified by the 
following: 

(1) Daily PaUent ActiviUes 

a) Psychiatric (adult & adolescent) 
b) Alcohol and Drug abuse (adult) 

The key word in this study is rehabilitation. The patient's activities 
are identified as to what they are doing in a program to 
rehabilitate themselves as will be indicated. The life of a patient in 
a residential treatment center is filled \A\h emotional both good and 
bad, but they are there to be helped and to learn. 

The residential treatment center is filled with specialized staff in all 
areas. The three areas most prominent v̂ U be identified as: 

(2) Administration, CUnical, & Marketing 

Each area has its own special place in the world of psychiahric 
care and one could not survive without the other and likewise these 
users could not survive without the patient. The activities of these 
people will be identified to give a better understanding of the 
function of this center 
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ACTIVITI M)Q!JA(S]glS[(S¥ MATMS 
CUNICAL OFFICES 
CORRIDOR 
CLEAN UNEN 
UVING AREA 
BEDROOM 
TOILET 
B.C. TOILET 
MECHANICAL 
cusrroDL\N 
SOILED UNEN 
.JANFTOR 
NURSES STATION 
PASSAGE 
SEX:LUSION ROOM 
CONFERENCE 
VESTIBULE 
LOBBY 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICES 
WORKROOM 
MENS TOILET 
WOMENS TOILET 
TREATMENT 
CLOSET 
MULTIPURPOSE 
RECORDS 
DINING 
DIETARY OFFICE 
DISHWASHING 
SERVING 
FOOD PREPERATION 
CLEAN DISH STORAGE 
RECIEVING 
DRY STORAGE 
STAFF OFFICE 
MARKETING OFFICES 
CLEAN UNEN 
OCC. THERAPY 
RECREATION AREA 
GYMNASIUM 
RECEPTION 
CLASS ROOM 
MULTI-USE 
THERAPY 
SECURTFY 
OBSERVATION 

PATIO/COURT 

• - HIGH INTERACTON 
O - MODERATE INTERACTION 

(VACANT) - NO INTERACTION 

(f igure 7-1 matrix) 
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IPATHMT A(ST2VIITIIIg^ 

TREATMENT PROGRAM SCHEDULE (PSYCHIATRIC) 

MONDAY thru SATURDAY ACTIVITIES 

6:30 AM - WAKE UP and make bed 
7:00 AM - Walk or Stretch 
7:30 AM - OPEN except for Community Mtg. on Thurs. 
7:50 AM-BREAKFAST 
8:30 AM - Activities: Gym (Tuesday k Friday), Occupational 

Therapy Building (Mon., Wed., Thurs.), or on-unit 
10:00 AM - Individual or Group Therapy, or meet with RN, PT, or MD 

as needed; 
Self-study or assignments except Thursday 
Spiritual Issues Group - Thursday 

11:30 AM - Patient Education 
12:30 PM-LUNCH 
1:00 PM - OPEN or meet with RN, PT 
1:30 PM- Group Therapy 
2:45 PM - OPEN 

Saturday: Visiting or OPEN until 6PM(Patients may use 
gym 4:30 - 5:30 PM) 

5:00 PM - Physical Therapy (Monday - Thursday) 
Friday: OPEN 
Saturday: Visiting or OPEN 

6:15 PM-DINNER 
6:30 PM - Visiting 

Outing _ Tuesday: 
1st - YMCA and Swimming 
2nd - Bowling or Miniature Golf 
3rd - Family Life Center 
4th - Movie 

9:00 PM - Visiting Hours end. OPEN 
10:00 PM - Relaxation Training 

Saturday: OPEN 
' 10:30 PM - LIGHTS OUT at 12:00 AM 
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SUNDAY SCHEDULE (PSYCHIATRIC) 

7:30 AM - BREAKFAST (optional) 
9:00 AM - Spiritual Activities (optional) 

10:00 AM- Therapeutic Pas to attend Church or OPEN 
12:00PM-LUNCH 

1:30 PM - Visiting or OPEN until 6PM 
(patients may use gym 5-6PM) 

6:00 PM - Visiting Hours End 
6:15PM-DINNER 
7:00 PM - Visiting or OPEN until 9 PM 

(patients may use gym 8:30-9:30 PM) 
9:00 PM - Visiting Hours end. OPEN 

10:00 PM - Relaxation Training 
10:30 PM - LIGHTS OUT 

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM SCHEDULE 

MONDAY thru SATURDAY ACTIVITIFS 

6:30 AM - WAKE UP and make bed 
7:00 AM - Stretch or walk 
7:30 AM - Meditation except for Community Mtg on Thursday 
7:50 AM - Breakfast 
8:30 AM - Acthrities: Gym (Tuesday k Friday), Occupational Therapy 

(Monday, Wednesday. Thursday) 
10:00 AM - Self-Study, Big Book reading, meet with RN., AT, or MD as 

needed. Spiritual Issues Group - Thursday 
10:30 AM - Alcohol & Drug Education ( except on Thursday) 
11:20 AM - Lunch (11:50 AM - Saturday) 
11:45 AM - AA, OPEN Door Mtg. 
1:00 PM - Staffing Feedback (Thursday) 
2:45 PM - OPEN 

Saturday: OPEN or Visiting until 6 PM 
4:00 PM - Alcohol & Drug Education 
5:00 PM - Physical Therapy (M-Th) 

Fridays: OPEN 
Saturday: Visiting, gym. (patients only) 4:30 - 5:30 PM 

6:15PM-DINNER 
6:30 PM - Visiting 

Outing - Tuesday 
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7:30 PM - NA or AA (except on Tuesday & Friday): 
Mon - meeting 
Tue - YMCA and Swimming (1st) 

Bowling or Miniature (Jolf (2nd) 
Family Life Center (3rd) 
Movie (4th) 

Wed - meeting 
Th - meeting 
Fri - Visiting or optional meeting 
Sat - meeting 

9:00 PM - Visiting Hours end, Open 
10:00 PM - Relaxation Training 

Saturday: OPEN 
10:30 PM-LIGHTSOUT 

Saturday: Lights Out at 12:00 AM 

SUNDAY SCHEDULE (ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE) 

7:50 AM - BREAKFAST (optional) 
9:00 AM - Spiritual Activities (optional) 

10:00 AM - Therapeutic Pass to attend church or A A 
12:20PM-LUNCH 

1:30 PM - Visiting or OPEN until 6 PM (Gym for patients only 5-6 PM) 
6:00 PM - Visiting ends until 7 PM 
7:00 PM - Visiting or Open until 9 PM 

(Gym for patients only 8:30 - 9:30 PM) 
or optional AA meeting. 

9:00 PM - Visiting Hours End 
10:00 PM - Relaxation Training 
10:30 PM-LightsOut 

SOURCE: Personal interviev vith Vickie McAdams, Director of Nursing, Woods 
Health Care Management 
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Administrative 
Director 
Personnel/General 
Physical Operations 
(Juahty Assurance 
Medical Records 
Business Affairs 

Qinical 
CHILD & ADOLESCENT 

Director/misc. 
Therapy 
Nursing 
Education 
Inpatient/outpatient 
Admissions 
Coordinators 
Unit Managers 
Psych Tech 

ADULT / ALCOHOL 
Therapy 
Nursing 
Case Worker 
Psych Tech III 
Psych Tech 

MARKETING 
Director/secretary 
Marketing 
Pubhc Relations 
Program Development 

staff members 

total 

total 

total 

total 
Grand Total 

1 
5 

4 n 10 
2 
4 
1 " 5 
27 

5 
8 
10 
2 
2 
3 
4 
8 
25 
75 

8 
10 
4 
6 
15 
43 

2 
2 
2 
2 
8 

225 

(table 7-1 totals of users) 
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34 VICE PRESIDENT 
CLINICAL SERVICES 

Inpatient Care Service 
•* Inpatient Program 
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Nursing 
Education 
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Therapy Services 
•« Occupational Therapy 
•* Physical Therapy 
K Social Work 
•• Medical/Psychiary 
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Admissions 

^ Public Relations 
n Program Development 
•* Data Processing 
^ Marketing 

FIGURE 7-2 Activity Brcokd 
own 
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PEISOMEL AGTIVITIEi 

ADMimSTATION 

1 PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER fl personl 

The president is responsible for the overall operations and 
administration, and reports to the Board regarding the control usê  
and conservation of financial̂  physical̂  and human resources. The 
President v/orks with the Board in the development of policiesj 
procedures^ goaH and objectivesj he/she develops both financial 
and program planŝ  and is responsible for the development of a 
policies and procedures manual that is the basis of compliant 
operations in all areas, 

2 VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION (l person) 

Responsible for administering the programs and functions of 
personnel, purchasing/inventory management, business and legal 
affairs, finance, budget development and adminlshration, accounting 
and financial reporting, dietary services, laundry/housekeeping, 
property management, safety/security, quahty assurance and 
standards compliance, staff training and development, facilities and 
grounds maintenance, construction, general services (insurance, real 
estate, taxes, ect.) and other related areas. 

3 DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS fl oerson) 

Directs the function of the Business Affairs Department, including 
accounts payable, payroU, accounts receivable (billing, collection). 
Prepares routine and special financial statements and reports. 
Coordinates activities of external accounting services and/or 
consultation. Assists Vice president in preparation/monitoring of 
budgets, and performs related functions and assignments as 
required. 

^ - ACCOUNTS MANAGER (l person) 

As assigned, manages bookkeeping, billing, accounts 
payable/receivable functions. Performs related functions as 
assigned. 
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s ACCOUNTS MANAGER ~ DATA PROCESSING (l PCTSiWl) 

Manages data processing functions as weU as developing of new 
data processing systems, as assigned. Assist other departments with 
their computers and Performs other duties as assigned. 

6 ACCOUNTS mORDINATOR (t person) 

As assigned, performs bookkeeping, billing, accounts 
payable/receivable function and p)erforms related functions as 
assigned. 

7 DIRECTOR PERSONNEL & GENERAL SERVICES fl person) 

Assists the Administrator in preparing the budgets, and in budget 
analysis reports. Serves as agency purchasing agent for general 
supplies and special items as required. Serves as Director of 
Personnel, coordinating group insurance, retirement plans. 
Workman's Compensation, employee recruihnent, ect. Does insurance 
verification for new patients as required or needed. As assigned, 
serves on behalf of Administrator on committees, councils, ect. 
Serves as member of the Intake Committee. Assists with 
adminishrative planning/development activities. Is responsible for 
coordinating agency insurance, i.e., Hability, Workman's 
Compensation, tire, ect., and performs related administrative 
functions as assigned. 

8 ADMINISTRATIW OFFIPF rnpRniNATDR ft p,.^n> 

Serves as office receptionist in receiving visitors and answering the 
telephone for Administrative Personnel. Also performs general 
secretarial/clerical vvork for administraUve staff (typing, filing, 
coRrtng, ect.). May also assist the administrative staff in functions 
sirch as mailing statements, dispensing payroll checks, Inventory, 
ect.. Will be responsible for incoming/outgoing mail at the 
Administrative Office. Will assists the Vice President in maintaining 
tlyla'ws and other Corporate records and informatlOTi. Will perform 
related functions as called upm. 
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9 INVENTORY MANAGER (l p̂ .rsffl) 

Assists Director of Personnel & General Services in keeping records 
on Inventory control, quota control, and there related purchasing 
functions. Will also maintain inventory stock by purchasing all 
general supplies. WiU deal directly with all vendors to obtain the 
best pnces available. Will also make a monthly report reflecting 
activity for the month, as well as making deliveries to deparhnents 
as needed. 

1 n INVENTORY CLERK (l person) 

This person will accept shipments and verify deliveries. Will check 
packing slips against order received as well as price and mark all 
merchandise and store it. WiU record invoice on inventory record. 
Complete requisitions and post to record. Make deliveries to 
individual departments as requested. 

11 COORDINATOR OF PERSONNEL SERVICES fl person) 

Maintains perscwnnel files, and updates files as needed. Processes 
time cards, and time sheets for payroll, and handle distribution of 
payroll. Maintain records on Employee Benefit Accruals. 
Communicates with employees regarding personnel file deficiencies. 
Must maintain a confidential atmosphere at all times. Will do 
preliminary interviewing and check references of potential 
employes. Coordinate proper documentation for new employees prior 
to first day of employment. 

12 DIRECTOR OF MEDIC/VL RECORDS fi person) 

Directs the initiation and maintenance of medical records. Serves as 
patient review coordinator for Utilization Review and Quahty 
/assurance activities. Coordinates activities related to processing of 
patient records/materials necessary for billing process. Pertorms 
record audits to assess comphance with pohcies/procedures for 
medical records. Coordinates the maintenance of basic patient 
statistical data. 

13 MANAGER OF MEDICAL RECORDS fl person) 

Treat in a confidential manner the clinical records of patients. 
Coordinate the initiation and maintenance of the patient medical 
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record. Coordinate activities related to processing patient 
records/materials necessary billing process. Perform record audits 
to assess con^Uance with policies/procedures for medical records. 
Coordinate the maintenance of basic patient statistical data. 

14 MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST fi person) 

Treat in a confidential manner the clinical records of patients. Will 
transcribe reports utilization dictation recording equipment. The 
Medical Transcriptionist will work together with the Director of 
Medical Records in maintaining clinical records when required. Will 
also assist with other clerical duties as needed, including but not 
hmited to: Receptionist duties, filing, correspondence, ect. 

1 s MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNICIAN/CLERK fi person) 

Treat in a confidential manner the clinical records of patients. Will 
work together with the Manager of Medical Records in maintaining 
the clinical records, including but not limited to filing, coding, 
auditing, transcribing dictation, picking up billing charges, ect.. Will 
also work with the Manager of Medical Records in the admitting 
process of patients. As weU as assist with other duties within the 
Medical Records Department including but not limited to: closing 
records, shredding files, microfilming, copying, operating computer, 
ect. 

^̂  HEAD MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST fi ^^r^n^ 

Treat in a confidential manner the clinical records of patients. Will 
transcribe reports utilizing recording equipment. WiU code and 
index patient diagnoses. WiU work together with the Manager of 
Medical Records in maintaining clinical records when required. WiU 
assist with other clerical duties as needed, including but not limited 
to: Receptionist, filing, correspondence, operating computer, week
end on-call, ect. 

17 DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS (i p.̂ ^ )̂ 

Directs the activities of - bmldings/grounds maintenance, 
housekeeping/equipment maintenance, transportaUon, food service, 
^ety/security, and related operations systems. Prepares budget 
estimates for departmental functions; monitors and prepares analysis 
reports related to the budget. Develops systems/procedures 
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pertinent to operations. Chairs Safety & Infection Control 
Committees, as well as assisting the Administrator in the 
management of construction/renovation projects, 

18 PHYSICAL PLANT MANAGER (x i^r^n) 

Establish and maintain a systematic grounds maintenance program. 
WUl maintain adequate modes of transportation, including vehicle 
repair and servicing. WiU also maintain a systematic grounds 
maintenance program, make arrangements for and adequately 
providing contractual services for those area where not provided. 
These may include such areas as plumbing, electrical, construction, 
air conditioning, ect. 

19 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC I fi person) 

Maintain Administration Building and aU campus buildings to 
include any/aU new faciUties being or to be built, removes aU trash, 
keeps campus free of aU trash and debris. Maintain all lawns, 
trees, shrubs, ect. Seeks professional advice from local county 
agents or other quaUfied personnel to properly maintain faciUties. 
Assist in pest control. Must safely use power equipment on the 
campus as weU as secures aU equipment. Maintain all Vehicles 

20 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC II & III (2 people) 

Maintain aU buildings and equipment. Perform aU needed repairs to 
floors, ceilings, plumbing, ect. Paint faciUties as needed. Any task as 
assigned by the Maintenance Dept, 

21 DIETARY MANAGER fi person) 

Coordinates with the Consultant Dietitian the Development of attractive 
weU balanced menus. Develops an inventory/order system and forms to 
be used in the distribution of aU food items. Determines employee's work, 
training, and vacation schedules. Manages overall food preparation, food 
service, sanitation, and hygiene systems related to food service. 
Coordinates all special food functions. 

22 DIETARY SUPERVISOR fl person) 

Supervises menu preparations and serving out the meal, concentrating on 
accuracy and attractiveness. Assist dietary manager in compiling food 
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purchase orders and evaluates dietary workers annually. Assist quarterly 
with Food Acceptance Surveys, ect 

2 3 DIETARY W0RÎ FRf4 people) 
Prepares foods according to standardized recipes and menu, in the 
correct amount need for patients and staff. Plans cooking schedules 
and prepares individual servings. Performs related work as 
assigned. 

24 niSHWASHFR/STOCKPFRSON f2 people) 

Prepares dishwasher for operation and empties it when finished. 
Requests and stocks needed supplies. Empties trash as needed. 
Performs related duties as assigned. 

2 5 DIETARY CLINICAL ASSISTANT fl person) 

Interview clients and screen chart for adolescent patients to keep 
current with nutritional assessments. Interview with adult patients 
and do nutritional screening. Assist in menu planning and diet 
calculation. Assist in food quality evaluations. 

^̂  DIETARY CLERK fl perŝ on) 

Responsible for pulling and tabulating inventory once a month. 
Maintain perpetual inventory by logging invoices. Determine food 
cost, labor cost, and equipment cost. Assist with food ordering, food 
acceptance surveys, and scheduling of dietary employees. 

2 7 MANAGER HOUSEKFFPINC/LAUNDRY fi p.r^nl 

Direct the requisition of replacement for worn linens. Direct 
Housekeeping Stafi" in the performance of laundries and 
housekeeping duties. Maintain production records as required by the 
Dir. of Operations. 

2 8 HOUSEKEEPER f3p«Hyi«>) 

Perform cleaning duties in assigned areas, such as patient rooms, 
nurses stations, pubUc and patient restrooms, hallways, lounges, 
offices, dining rooms, and other related areas. Perform laundry 
services, such as sorting and washing clothes, linens, bedspreads, 
blankets, and towels. 
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29 SECURITY SERVICES COORDINATOR fi peî on) 

Serves as security officer as scheduled. Acts as Uaison to local law 
enforcement and fire departments. Directs Security Officers in the 
performance of their duties. Directs the training program for aU 
security staff, 

30 SEQJRITY OFFICER f3 people) 

Patrols grounds to maintain a manner that provides safe access to 
and a safe environment for patients, personnel, and visitors. 
Inspects buildings, equipment, and gates to assure they are secure. 
Apprehends unauthorized persons found on the property, using 
force if necessary, handcuffing violent or dangerous persons, and 
releasing them to custody of authorities. 

31 DIRECTOR QF QUALITY ASSURANCE (l pCTs<?n) 

To provide consultation in regard to the comprehensive integration 
of activities defined in the quality assurance section of the JCAH. 
Develop and monitor required systems to ensure the quality and 
appropriateness of patient care. Supervise and review of I,R,, 
Monitor appropriateness of active treatment length of stay, and 
extended stay for patients. Conducts patient satisfaction reviews for 
aU area of hospital services 

32 DIRECTOR OF OUALITY ASSURANCE/STANDARDS fl person) 

The Q.A. Coordinator is responsible for coordinating the QA system, 
which includes the areas of RM, an UR, in monitoring compUance 
with the rules, regulations, and standards that wUl insure an 
environment in which quality care is provided. 

33 STANDARDS TECHNICIAN fl person) 

Maintain and files QuaUty Assurance/Standards. Coordinate training 
.schedules with instructors and supervisors. Maintain individual 
training records and prepare training recaps. Maintain all tuition 
aid files, including payment request. Monitor aU incident reports. 
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FER^OmEL ACTIVITIEI 

37 

CLINICAL SMVICSS 

34 VICE PRESIDENT FOR CLINICAL SERVICES fi p r̂̂ n) 

Responsible for all the overaU development, implementation, 
direction, and ongoing monitoring of all the treahnent programs. 
Serves on Medical Staff Committee and Medical Staff Executive 
Committee. Serves on the Executive Committee. Serves on various 
QuaUty Assurance Committees, Is responsible for seeing that policies 
and procedures are implemented in aU clinical areas, 

35 DIRECTOR OF CHILD & ADOLESCENT PROGRAM ft person) 

Director has major responsibiUty for contribution to all clinical and 
administrative treatment related aspects of the treatment program 
which operates on the Child St Adolescent Units, These include 
Assessment of Individual treatmait plans. Supervision of Treatment 
programs Supervision of staff. Direct services, Staff evaluations, 
meetings, records ect, 

36 OCaiPATIONAL THERAPY MANAGER fl person) 

Plans, organizes and directs aU activities of the Activity Therapies 
Dept, Supervises implementation of the Activity Therapies 
programs. 
Supervises assessment of aU incoming patients in sensory, motor, 
and cognitive development, recreational, occupational, social and 
vocational needs. 

STAFF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST (2 people) 

Assesses aU incoming patients in sensory, motor, and cognitive 
development, recreational, occupational, social and vocational needs. 
Assesses developmental level of social skills, self-concept, frustration 
tolerance, of assigned patients. Designs appropriate activity therapy 
programs and implements appropriate occupational therapy 
treatments. 
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/Assist OTR in identifying patient needs and developing OT treahnent 
and activity programs. Implement activity and occupational therapy 
programs as determined. Perform patient assessments. 

RECREATIONAL AIDE CHILD & ADOLESCENT SERVICES (ZXKQVk) 

Assist in the assessment of recreational needs of patients. Have a 
good working knowledge of the patients, and their milieu treahnent 
plans. Responsible for recreational activities. 

39 PASTORIAL CONSULTANT fCHILD & ADOLESCENT. ADULT) 
(l person) 

Counsels with patients upon either patient or treatment request. 
ConsultaUon to the treatment team concerning evaluating the 
patients reUgious values and beliefs, experiences, strengths, 
problems and to better understand the patients needs. 

0̂ DIRECTOR OF ADULT SERVICES fl person) 

Reports to and assist the VP of Clinical Services as directed. Plans 
adult services, poUcies, procedures, budget, staffing and emergency 
services. Selects, trains, and supervises adult services staff. 

MUSIC THERAPIST fi p^rcnnl 

Maintains confidentiaUty throughout stay. Supervises patients during 
therapy and notifies staff if any leave the Uving area. Discuss 
results with the staff foUowing therapy. 

2̂ PHYSICAL THERAPIf̂ T frOMSULTANT) fi p.^»> 

Assesses physical therapy of inpatients. Administer neuromuscular 
re-education, exercise, message, ect. Documenting assessments and 
services in the patients medical records. Prepares billing slips 

41 
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3̂ aiNICAL SOCIAL WORKER OR FAMILY THERAPIST (9. p îp-> 

Perform psychosocial assessments as weU as psychotherapy 
including group, individual, marital, and family intake. Develops 
treatment plan with the team, 

^̂  DIRECTOR OF NURSING fi person) 

Responsible for scheduling adequate nursing coverage for aU units 
and monitors acuity on a daily basis. Operates Nursing Services 
within state and federal laws. Implements patient care standards 
for nursing service. Develops nursing philosophies and goals. Directs 
the preparation and implementation of nursing service budget, 

5̂ ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF NURSING fiperson) 

Maintains current CPR and First Aid training. Monitors daily acuity 
levels on aU units and consult/lab information flow. Coordinates 
physician review and follow-up recommendations. 

6̂ UNIT HEAD NURSE (3 people) 

Responsible for the delivery of quality nursing care and for the 
efficient and effective operation of the unit. Responsible for monthly 
staffing schedule and for maintaining an adequate staffing schedule 
on all three shifts. Provides direct patient care and nursing 
coverage as needed, 

7̂ UNIT COORDINATOR CHILD & ADOLESCENT SERVICES (4 people) 

Provide clinical consultation to the treahnent team for a specific 
unit. Responsible for being on call for unit emergencies. Maintain a 
therapeutically objective relationship with each patient assigned to 
his/her caseload. 

48 REGISTERED NURSE f20 people) 

.Responsible for the smooth fundioning of the shift, making nursing 
judgments in crises situations and overseeing the general care and 
activities of patients on his/her shift. Monitors patients behavioral 
and psysiological status daily, and coordinates care with nursing 
staff. 
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'>'•) P̂ ŶCH TFCH |H/T.VN/nAY MANAGER fCHlLD ^ ADOLESCENT) 
(4 people) 

Responsible for stocking and ordering supplies for educational, 
hygiene and misceUaneous needs of patients; also stock suppUes for 
chUd/adolescent units. Responsible for coordinating with unit RN's 
the transportation of patients to and from school and appoinhnents. 

50 PSYCHIATRIC TECHNICIAN f3n-4Q people) 

Responsible for care and supervision of assigned patients. 
Encourages patients to follow their treatment plan. Participates in 
patient crises intervention, and implements treatment plans. 

51 PSYCH TECH III/LVN/NIGHT MANAGER fCHILD & ADOLESCENT) 
I2 j>eople) 

Assist in staff training, and serves as unit representative for 
his/her group in team meetings and staffings. Coordinates activity 
schedules and the use of recreational faciUties and makes sure that 
educahonal treatment plans are carried out and maintains close 
one-on-one relationship with each each patient in the unit. 

^^WARD CLERK fADlILT UNIT) f2 p^pl^) 

Under supervision of the charge nurse, charts vital signs, 
transcribes physician's orders and updates kardex according to 
poUcy and procedures. Assist patient in following scheduled 
activihes. 

53ADDICTIONS TECHMICIAM f ^ p ^ H 

Assists the nurses in care and supervision of addictions patients. 
Charts daily concerning assigned patients behavior and treahnent. 

54PSYCHIATRir TECHNICIAN III/LVN fAnriiT TTNIT) fe peopi«̂ ) 

A ^ t re^tered nurses with patient care, supervision and 
acnvities. Responsible for crisis^ intervention, developing treahnent 
plans, inquines, implementing treahnent plans discharge planning, 
chartingj serving as liasison between the patient treahnent team 
and others. Maintains a good working knowledge of patients. 
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55DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION ft person) 

ShaU supervise the educational aspects of the treahnent plan along 
with working with the Texas Agency to maintain approval as a 
private school, WiU coordinate with Dir, of Special Ed and 
participate in supervision of teachers assigned by school district to 
work at the on campus school, 

56 EDUCATIONAL CASEWORKER f4pî pli.) 
Responsible for transporting patients to and from school. Develops 
and maintains physical education program, WiU assist teacher in the 
classroom as weU as developing the pre-vocational program such 
as auto mechanics and woodworking. 

57 MEDICAL DIRECTOR AND STAFF PSYCHIATRIST f2 people) 

Sees that aU medical procedures required for hospitalization are 
carried out at the time of admission including medical history, 
admission orders, medical examination, immunizations, diagnostic 
and appropriate lab studies. Provides ongoing monitoring of patients 
needs for continued psychiatric hospitalization. 

^̂ CHIEF OF PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES fiperson) 

Coordinates psychiatric mental health care of patients admitted as 
an inpatient and outpatient in the program. Provides ongoing 
monitoring of patients needs for continued hospitalization. 
Participates with unit staff in discharge and aftercare planning also 
determines discharge time with Interdisiplinary team. 

59 CONSULTING CHILD PSYCHIATRIST fiperson) 

Provides ongoing monitoring of patient's needs for continued 
psychiatric hospitalization thru weekly rounds, group therapy, and 
clinical care evaluation procedures. 

60 CHIEF OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES fi person) 

The Staft" Psychologist is responsible for psychological assessments of 
aU new patients upon admission and annual reviews. 
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ResDonsible for all general administrative duties for the Oiief 
E S S C Omcer, Vi?e President for Qinical Services and V.ce 
President for Marketing Development. 

i>2 f^YY]^Y, rmRDlNATOR (i personi 

Responsible for general administrative typing of ^'•''^"i^f^; 
reports, ect. Performs bookkeeping and billing for Outpatimt 
Services. Responsible to Executive Secretary at aU levels of related 
functions. 

^^ RECEPTIONIST (1 person) 

Serves as primary office recepUonist Monday through Friday. Assist 
Executive Secretary in general office duties. 

64 WEEKEND RF<"FPT10NIST(1 person) 

Serve as weekend receptionist from 8-4. Performs medical Record 
duties, /assist Executive Secretary as assigned. 

65 CHIEF SOCIAL WORK SERVICES/ CHILD & ADOLESCENT PROGRAM 
(l person) 

Responsible for all social and family assessments, aftercare plans, 
and ensures that all patient treatment plans are shared with 
respecUve families. 

66 FAMILY THERAPIST /CHILD & ADOLESCENT PROGRAM f2 persons) 

Responsible for social and family assessments, aftercare plans, and 
sharing patient treatment plans with famiUes as assigned by the 
supervisor. Family & Individual Therapy as assigned by attending 
physician. 

67 DIRECTOR OF INTAKE fl p^cm^ 

Screens referral calls and schedules both Inpatient and outpatient 
admissions. Also provides Social and Family Assessments on Child 
and Adolescent Admissions. Oversees Social Worker on CaU system. 
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68 DIRECTOR OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES fi person) 

Develops outpatient programs, i.e., individual psychotherapy, group 
psychotherapy; outpatient screening, contracts with schools, mental 
health consultation to organizations, sex therapy, biofeedback 
programs, neuro psychological assessment, forensic assessment, 
diagnosis of learning disabiUties. 
n.INICAL REVIEW COORDINATOR fi person) 

Assist doctors with keeping charts updated. Review charts for 
QuaUty and frequency of documentation. Justification for admission 
and continued stay, Dia^osis and medication change. As well as 
QuaUty of treatment plans. 

69 
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FEl^OMSL ACTIVITIEI 

MAIKIETING AMP IDIEVIELOPMENT 

70 VICE PRESIDENT FOR MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT fi person) 
Responsible for development of new programs and special projects 
as assigned by the President. Coordinates the InsUtutes Marketing 
and Public Relations program. Participates as a member in the 
Executive Committee in setting poUcies and overall administration of 
the program Represent the facility in the community by 
participating in various state and local organizations, supervise the 
preparation of statistical reports and surveys. Participate in 
continuing education 

71 REFERAL COORDINATOR/CHILD CARE TRAINER f2 persons) 

Continual updating of mailing list. Liaison with referring 
professionals. Develop alUance with professionals and agencies 
throughout the state. Maintain regular communication with 
referring professionals, 

2̂ PUBLIC RELATIONS COORDINATOR f2 persons) 

Join organizations and be active in community for high visibility. 
Prepare copy for TV, radio, and newspapers. Prepare spots for 
placement on TV and Radio. Responsible for press releases. Assist 
Vice President of Marketing. 

73 DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT f2 Persons) 

Analyze and/or research feasibUity of new products. Organize 
implementation of new products. Ĉ Den new markets for current 
products, network referring agencies and professionals. Market 
Employee /distance Programs. Direct the impIementaUon and 
organize funding of a non-profit foundafion. 
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\WA€Ei WA€MJL AlAEalim 

This section will deal with the interrelationships between adjacent, 
spaces that are accessible to each other and Uiose spaces that are 
not accessible to each other. 

Of primary importance, wall be the relationship of indoor spaces to 
outdoor spaces, therefore making the idea of structure more 
palatable and bringing about the bases for a "nature building". This 
criteria wiU be critical to the outcome of this particular project. 
Therefore, the first chapter in this section wiU be the use of 
outdoor versus indoor spaces and how to incorporate the two into a 
useful design. The second chapter will focus on a space summary of 
the interrelationships between staff (administraUon, clinical, 
marketing) which will all be evaluated for accessibiUty to outside 
spaces during design development. 

OUTDOOR SPACES IN RELATION TO HEALTH CARE 

Outdoor spaces- especially courtyards, rooftop gardens, or "garden 
nodes" provide reUef and enjoyment. Natural settings provide 
soothing and invihng opportunities to "get away," at least 
psychologically, from the pressures inside the health care facility. In 
addition, an athradive outdoor space has important symbolic value, 
giving the health care facUity a posihve image and showing both 
users and the community that this center is sensitive to the needs of 
the users, and understands the comfort and beauty, as weU as the 
technical competence,are part of the healing process. 

There are numerous outdoor functions a health care faciUty can 
accommodate if appropriate space and conditions are available, it 
may be advantageous to provide several smaller spaces that relate 
well to the building areas that are near to them. For example, 
exterior spaces near the cafeteria could accommodate staff and 
patients having lunch outside during warm weatiier conditions. An 
outdoor near a major public space such as a lobby <:f̂ ^ P̂ ^̂ ĵf?̂ .̂  

-walking or sitting park for visitors who come to visit with patients 
or staff. Quiet, protected, and easily accessible areas near patient 
living quarters would provide patients to venture outside for 
meditation therapy. 
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DFSK^N OF OUTDOOR SPACES 

The desire to use outdoor areas is a more than evident concept. 
People enjoy contact with nature but not all outdoor areas are 
equal; it is not enough to plant a few trees and set down a bench 
and call this a viable outdoor space. Most people hold strong 
preferences for natural settings over urban scenes, some natural 
areas are preferred over others. The most preferred spaces are 
those that provide a degree of complexity and a sense of enclosure, 
but are also understandable and harmoniously composed. 13 For 
example a densely planted area provides greater interest than a 
sparsely planted one. It provides more view and a greater visual 
interest and variety of textures. Also, grassy areas that are full of 
Ufe and activity are more interesting to look at than those that are 
prevented form being used because of dense ground cover. 

It is suggested that people enjoy a sense of enclosure when they are 
outdoors. A seating area surrounded by trees, adjacent to an open 
circulation or activity area, provides a sense of enclosure. It allows 
users to look through the perimeter trees to a highly visible open 
space; it allows them to be one of the observers rather than the 
observed. Although the mere presence of vegetation is appreciated 
the fact that trees and other planting materials are arranged in a 
v^y that gives a sense of enclosure is also very important. 

People Uke spaces that are understandable, where there is nor 
question how one element relates to another. People tend not to 
enjoy things that "float" or seem disconnected and alone, like single 
trees and planters.!^ ^ 
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When designing outdoor space provide for the following: 

INTERACTION 

D Provide as many trees as possible. 

D Provide a hierarchy of seating arrangements and locations, 
ranging from public to private. 

D Plant trees and shrubs adjacent to seating to give people a 
sense of enclosure and privacy. 

D Choose comfortable seating areas as settings for conversation 
and people watching. 

D Where appropriate, provide some open lawn for active use, 

D Keep in mind that some patients in nearby building wiU only 
be ejqjerience the outdoor space as it is seen from the inside. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS 

D Provide visual access to the outdoor space from the main 
public spaces. 

D Whenever possible, provide direct access to the outdoor space 
from the public areas. 

D Consider promoting outdoor spaces by placing them on maps. 

SEATING 

D Provide a variety of seat types ranging from chairs to 
benches. 

D Provide seating that will be protected from the wind and 
some seating that is protected from the sun. 

D Provide seating that gives the patients "garden nodes" a 
feeling of enclosure and separation from the main stream. 
This area should also provide seating for groups of 5-6. 
Tables in these areas would be provided for with seating 
arrangements that allow for easy seeing and talking. 
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AMENITIES 

D Provide for drinking fountains and ti-ash receptacles that are 
atti-active yet obvious about their function. 

ftRlMniwn THF OirmOORS IN 

Nature is not limited to the outdoors. Ati-iums, g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ĴjĴ ^^ 
and Window boxes aU allow constant greenmg of the mdoor 
environment. In shopping malls has become a vital part of the 
interior design. Bring nature indoors has many psychological 
benefits to gaining access to nature outdoors. Plants a r e ^ t h i n g 
and restful. Plants, represent life, growth, and hope. They can 
provide interest and diversion. ̂ ^ 

Plants are used as a tiierapeutic tool for a wide variety of patients, 
including not only psychiahric, but also pediatric, geriati-ic, and 
rehabilitation patients. Horticulture therapy gives patients a link 
with Ufe and a sense of being needed. It also provides tiie 
opportunity for physical activity and social interaction, i^ 

VIEWS FROM WINDOWS 

Views of atti:-active outdoor spaces are important, especially if the 
viewer is unable to go outside. If there is at least visual access to 
an outdoor space, a grater number of users wiU benefit from it. 17 
Attractive views provide reUef and pleasure. And, there is evidence 
that pleasant views can increase the patient's sense of well being 
and decrease recovery time. 

CONCLUSION 

Whether indoors or out, nature has therapeutic value. It provides a 
comfortable and restful retreat, which is especially important in the 
stress-filled environment of mental health and substance abuse 
faciUties. Providing access to nature is not only beneficial, it is 

'̂McDuffie, R. F. Tlie Greening of Interior. Interior Landscape Industry. 1984 June. 
2(6):29-3L 
^Sullivan, M. E, Horticultural therapy: the role gardening plays in healing. 
Journal-American Health Care Association. 1979 May 5(3);3-8. 
'^Paine, R. Design guideUnes for hospital open space: case studies of three 
hospitals. Master's thesis, Uni. of Ca, Berkley, 1984. 
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necessary. It is not a luxury or optional "add on" feature, even 
though it can be phased. It is an invaluable part of a humane and 
carincr envirnnmfnf caring environment. 
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(ADMINISTRATION) 
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(ADMINISTRATION) 
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S P A C E 
(ADMINISTRATION) 
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S P A C E 
(ADMINISTRATION) 

S U M M A R Y 

DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL RECORDS 
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S P A C E 
(CLINICAL SERVICES) 
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/PSYCHN 
I TECH'S/ 
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S P A C E 
(CUNICAL SERVICES) 

S U M M A R Y 

DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICE 

SPACE 

DIRECTOR OF 
EDUCATIONAL 
SERVICES 

EDUCATIONAL 
CASEWORKER 

CONFERENCE 

TOILET ROOM 

OCCUP. 

1 

1 

7-10 

2 

SQ.FT. 
OCCUP. 

150 

100 

20 

„ 

UNITS 

1 

1 

1 

2 

SQ.FT. 

150 

100 

200 

80-100 

SOURCE 

CASE STUDY 

CASE STUDY 

CASE STUDY 

MEEB 
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S P A C E 
(CUNICAL SERVICES) 

S U M M A R Y 

DIRECTOR OF CHILD & ADOLESCENT SERVICES 

SPACE 

DIR. OF CHIID & 
ADOLESCENT 

PASTORL\L 
CONSULTANT 

OTR MANAGER 

OTR 

COTA 

REC AIDE 

CONFERENCE 

TOU£T ROOM 

OCCUP. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

7-10 

2-1 

SQ,FT. 
OCCUP. 

150 

100 

150 

100 

100 

100 

20 

40 

UNITS 

2 

SQ.FT. 

150 

100 

150 

100 

100 

100 

200 

100-150 

SOURCE 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

SPENCE 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

MEEB 
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S P A C E 
(CLINICAL SERVICES) 

S U M M A R Y 

DIRECTOR OF ADULT SERVICES 

SPACE 
DIRECTOR OF 
ADULT SERV. 

PASTORIAL 
CONSULTANT 

PHYSICAL 
THERAPIST 

CONFERENCES 

TOILETR<X)M 

OCCUP. 

1 

1 

1 

10 

2 

SQ,FT. 
OCCUP. 

150 

100 

150 

20 

40 

UNITS 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

SQ.FT. 

150 

100 

150 

200 

80 

SOURCE 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

MEEB 
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S P A C E 
(CLINICAL SERVICES) 

S U M M A R Y 

DIRECTOR OF ADULT SERVICES (CONT.) 

SPACE 

UNFT SECRETARY 

REUEF RN'S 

PSYCH TECH in 

PSYCH TECH'S 

ABC TECH 

CONFERENCE 

TOILET ROOM 

OCCUP. 

1 

4 

5 

8 

2 

10 

2 

SQ,FT. 
OCCUP. 

100 

100 

100 

80 

80 

20 

40 

UNITS 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

^ 

SQ.FT. 

100 

400 

500 

160 

160 

200 

80 

SOURCE 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

MEEB 
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S P A C E 
(CUNICAL SERVICES) 

S U M M A R Y 

CHEIF OF SOCIAL WORK SERVICES 

SPACE 

CHIEF OF 
SOOALWORK 

DIRECTOR OF 
INTAKE 

FAMILY THERAPY 
CONSULTANT 

CONFERENCE 

TOILET ROOM 

OCCUP. 

1 

1 

1 

7-10 

2 

SQ/T. 
OCCUP. 

150 

150 

150 

20 

40 

UNITS 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

SQ.FT. 

150 

150 

150 

200 

80-100 

SOURCE 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

SPENCE 

SPENCE 

MEEB 

CLINICAL SERVICES 
TOTAL NET SQ. FT. - 8000 SQ.FT 
(Administration) 

NET TO GROSS PERCENTAGE = 15% 

TOTAL GROSS SQ. FT. - 53,000 
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S P A C E 
(MARKETING) 

S U M M A R Y 

VICE PRESIDENT MARKETING/DEVELOPMENT 

SPACE 

VICE PRESIDENT 

DIRECTOR OF 
DEVELOFMENT 

PUBUC 
REL\TIONS 
C(X)RDINATOR 
REFERRAL 
COORD. & CHIID 
CARE TRAINER 

CONFERENCE 

TOnZT ROOM 

OCCUP. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 

2 

SQ,FT. 
OCCUP. 

300 

150 

150 

100 

20 

40 

UNITS 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

80 

SQ.FT. 

300 

150 

150 

100 

100 

160 

SOURCE 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

MEEB 

ADMINISTRATION 
TOTAL NET SQ. FT. - 960 SQ.FT 
(Administration) 

NET TO GROSS PERCENTAGE = 2% 

TOTAL GROSS SQ. FT. = 53,000 
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S P A C E 
(GENERAL) 

S U M M A R Y 

PATIENT INTERACTION SPACES 

SPACE 

K1TC3IEN 

DINING 

BEDR<X)MS 

U V I N G R(X)MS 

NURSES STATION 

S E a U S I O N R(X)M 

REC. R<X)MS 

GYMNASIUM 

ClASS ROOMS 

TOILET ROOM 

OCCUPATIONAL 
THERAPY STAGE 

WORKSHOP 

GARDEN NODES 

OBSERVATION 

ROOM 

OCCUP. 

8-10 

30 - 5 0 

2 

10-15 

2-^ 

1 

5-10 

5-20 

10-15 

2-1 

5-8 

2-5 

3-7 

2 

SQ,FT. 
OCCUP. 

200 

8-10 

90 

10 

10 

65 

10 

100 

12 

10 

22 

10 

5-10 

150 

UNITS 

1 

1 

65 

12 

5 

65 

2 

1 

4 

10 

1 

2 

5-10 

2 

SQ.FT. 

2,000 

2,200 

11,700 

6,000 

2,500 

325 

1,000 

5,600 

2,000 

2,000 

1,000 

1,000 

3,000 

600 

SOURCE 

SPENCE 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

SPENCE 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 

SPENCE 

CASESTUDY 

MEEB 

SPENCE 

CASESTUDY 

CASESTUDY 

SPENCE 



no 

S P A C E S U M M A R Y 

PATIENT INTERACTION SPACES 

GARDEN 
NODE 

GYM 

GARDEN 
NODE 

ofr I 1 TnH FT 1 

ROOMS / V ROOM J 

infffjr \ (ocnpnrtfvict—1 

[ KITCHEN 1 DMIN6 } 

(GARDEN \ 
IfrRDDE J 

[OBSERVATION] 

' N U R S E S X . . , . , . . ^ 
A T ATiACi 1 

L STATOi 1 

^CLUSIOHA 
.ROOM I 

ADMINISTRATION 
TOTAL NET SQ. FT. = 34,000 SQ.FT 
(Administration) 

NET TO GROSS PERCENTAGE = 65!̂  

TOTAL GROSS SQ. FT. » 53,000 
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DITMILID ilPASl UMT 
General Information 

Space Number. 100 
Description Living Unit for Two Patients 

No. of Units 65 

No. of Occupants 130 
Net Area 180 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This is a bedroom for two patients similar to ttiose of ordinary 
housing structures. It should contain a sleeping area that is private 
and has a pleasant atmosphere, with the possibility for applying 
passive heating and cooling concepts. 

Functional Requirements ^ 

Lighting: 50 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing, overhead 
lighting is preferred. Lighting should not bring attention to itself. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for electrical 
appliances. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 10 air changes per hour should be 
supplied to these spaces. 

Walls: Durable, cleanable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Cleanable, floor tiles should be used. 

Ceiling: Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting flxtures. 

Acoustical: Noise transmissions should be kept to a minimum. 

Fnmi<;hings and Equipment: Two twin size beds, Two chest of 
drawers, 2-night stands, 2-lamps, 1-wall clock. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 101 
Description Patient Living Area 

No. of Units 10 

No. of Occupants 12 

Net Area 500 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This is a living area for patients similar to those of ordinary 
housing structures. It should accommodate a relaxing area and a 
pleasant atmosphere, with the possibility for applying passive 
heating and cooling concepts. Private patio/court to the outside. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 50 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing, overhead 
lighting is preferred. Lighting should not bring attention to itself. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for electrical 
appliances. 

HYAQ-Minimum total of 10 air changes per hour should be 
supplied to these spaces. 

i&llSL Durable, cleanable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Cleanable, floor tiles should be used. 

CeUiDgL Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures. 

Acoustical; Noise transmissions should be kept to a minimum. 

Fumishini^ and Fqnipmf̂ f- Two twin size beds. Two chest of 
drawers. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 102 

Description Toilet Room (patient) 

No. of Units 10 (5 male, 5 female) 

No. of Occupants 1-3 

Net Area 120 sq. ft. 

Functional Description 

These restrooms provide for patients needs within the clinical 
facilities adjacent to the living room space. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 30 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing, overhead 
lighting is preferred. Lighting should not bring attention to itself. 

Electrical: Convenience outlet should be provided next to lavatory. 

Hî AQ_Minimum total of 12 air changes per hour should be 
supplied with a mechanical exhaust system. 

Walls: Durable, cleanable, moisture resistant, and sound absorbing 
materials should be used. 

Floors: Cleanable, floor tiles should be used, with a drain supply. 

Ceiling: Moisture resistant, sound absorbing system with the 
capability of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures. 

Acoustical: Sound transmissions should be kept to a minimum. 

Furnishings and Equipment: 1-water closet, 1-urinal, l-lavatory, 
1-mirror, 1-paper towel holder, 1-soap dispenser, 1-wall 
receptacle, 1-bathtub w/shower head. 
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General Information 

Facility Number. 103 
Description Seclusion room 

No. of Units 5 
No. of Occupants 1 
Net Area 65 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

The seclusion room in which highly agitated patients are physically 
removed from the rest of the patients, and placed in a padded or 
carpeted room. Should be next to the nurses station. 

Functional Recjuirements 

Lighting: 30 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing, overhead 
lighting is preferred. Lighting shoudd not bring attention to itself. 

Electrical: There is no need for outlets. 

HYACJ^inimum total of 10 air changes per hour should be 
supplied to these areas. 

Walls: Durable, cleanable, moisture resistant, prefer padding or 
carpeting on ail sides but ceiling. 

Floors: Qeanable, carpet should be used. 

Ceilingi Moisture resistant, sound absorbing system with the 
capability of integrating HVAC duct, grills, lighting fixture and 
skylight. 

Acoustical: Sound transmissions should be kept as low as possible. 

Furnishings and Fgiiipmî f- should be free of furnishings. 
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General Information 
Facility Number. 
Description 
No. of Units 
No. of Occupants 
Net Area 

Functional Description 

104 

Educational Classrooms 

4 

10-20 

500 sq.ft. 

This space is provided for the use of the different training 
departments that will teach typical school subjects for those 
patients who cannot attend school. This should be a bright & airy 
space. Passive heating and cooling should be taken into account. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 70 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing, overhead 
lighting is preferred. Lighting should not bring attention to itself. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be supplied to this space. 

iiYAQ-Minimum total of 12 air changes per hour should be 
supplied to these areas. 

Walls: Durable, cleanable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Qeanable, moderate traffic resistant materials should be 
used, (consider indoor/outdoor carpeting) 

Ceiling: Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills, lighting fixtures. 

Acoustical: Sounds must be well distributed through the space to 
give a desirable degree of acoustic uniformity. No intrusive noise 
from other areas. 

Furnishings and Equipment: 20-desks with chairs, 1-teaching desk 
with chair, 1-caulk board. 
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General Information 

Facility Number, 105 
Description Test & observation room 

No. of Units 2 

No. of Occupants 2 

Net Area 300 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

The Test room will be viewed from the observation room ii will be 
utilized by the psychiatrist and jDsychologist and other 
CONSULTANTS to gain a better understanding of the patients needs 
and troubles through one on one consultation. 

Functional Requirements 

UghliDgL 60 footcandles, if fluorescent lighting is used, the ballast 
should be located outside of the space. 

Electrical: Silent switches are recommended. 

HVACL Air circulation by means of a blower with silencing 
equipment is recommended to eliminate sound interference.. 

WallSL Non-sound conducting materials should be used. 

Floors: Non-sound conducting materials should be used. 

Ceilingi Non-sound conducting materials should be used. 

Acoustical: This space should be floating and have adequate "mass". 
Double sound-proofed doors are recommended and triple glazing of 
the viewing window. Treated acoustically to produce an over-all 
residual noise level of not more than 30 decibels on the V scale. 

paiiistiings and Fqiiipmept- 1-speaker, one microphone, jacks at 
various locations, 1 chair, 1 couch, 1-two way mirror. 
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General Information 

Space Number, 106 
Description Typical Office Area 

No. of Units 25-30 

No. of Occupants 1-3 

Net Area 100-300 sq.fl. 

Functional Description 

This office serves as an area for the dietician to plan meals and 
consult VTith clients and people involved with food preparation. 
Windows should be provided for direct and indirect sunlight and a 
pleasant view. It should be located adjacent to the kitchen/dining. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 70 footcandles, non-glare non-heat producing. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for electrical 
appliances. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 8 air changes per hour should be supplied 
to this space. 

Walls: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Qeanable, durable, moderate traffic resistant materials 
should be used. 

Oiling: Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with capability of 
integrating HVAC duct, grills, and lighting fixtures. 

Communications: Telephone outlet should be provided. 

Furnishings and Equipment: 1-executive desk, 1-high back chair, 
1-arm chair, 2-filing cabinets and shelves as needed. 1-telephone, 
1-adding machine 
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General Information 

Space Number 107 

Description Occupational Therapy Kitchen 

No. of Units 1 

No. of Occupants 1-4 

Net Area 130 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This kitchen provides a training environment for the clients. It 
should be the same as any ordinary apartment. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 70 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing. Overhead 
lighting is preferred. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for the kitchen 
appliances. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 20 air changes should be supplied to this 
space. 

Walls: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. 

Ceiling! Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. 

Acoustical: Noise transmission to other spaces should be kept to a 
minimum. 

shings. 
1 refrigerator, base and wall hung cabinets installed as needed. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 108 
Description Main Kitchen 

No. of Units 1 

No. of Occupants 8-10 (dietary workers) 

Net Area 2000 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This area is located adjacent to the dietary office, and dining hall. 
It is for the preparation of meals for the patients throughout the 
day. Both breakfast, lunch and dinner are served in this location. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 70 footcandles, if fluorescent lighting is used, the ballast 
should be located outside of the space. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for the kitchen 
appliances. All kitchen appliances are of commercial quality. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 20 air changes should be supplied to this 
space. 

Wails: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Qeanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Recommend Quarry floor tile to maximize the life cycle cost. 

Ceiling: Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. 

Acoustical: Noise transmission should be kept to a minimum to all 
adjacent spaces for a pleasant atmosphere. 

Furnishings and Equipment; See Appendix B 
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General Information 

Space Number. 
Description 
No. of Units 
No. of Occupants 
Net Area 

109 

Dining room 

1 

30-40 

2200 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This area is located adjacent to the dietary office, and kitchen. It is 
for the patients and staff to use during breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 70 footcandles, non-glare non-heat producing. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for electrical 
appliances. 

HVAC; Minimum total of 10 air changes should be supplied to this 
space. 

Walls: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Recommend Quarry floor tile to maximize the life cycle cost. 

C^liDgi Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. Spray on fireproofing should be applied to all roof framing 
members 

AcousticaJ: Noise transmission should be kept to a minimum to all 
adjacent spaces for a pleasant atmosphere. 

Fumishingf> and Equipment; 15 banquet tables, 60 dining chairs 
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General Information 

Facility Number. 
Description 
No. of Units 
No. of Occupants 
Net Area 

110 

Nurses Station 

5 

2-5 

500 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

The function of the nurses station is provide a central location for 
daily supervision and observation of the patients. Adjacent to 
seclusion room, patient living area, patient bedrooms, 
medication/charting room, and storage areas 
Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 60 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing. Overhead 
lighting is preferred. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for the nurses 
station to run electrical appliances. 

HVAC: Minimum of 10 air changes per hour should be supplied to 
these spaces. 

Walls: Durable cleanable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Cleanable floor tiles should be used around the parameter, 
with high traffic resistant materials for the core locations . 

Ceiling: Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting ftxtures. 

Acoustical: Noise transmissions should be kept to a minimum 
between patients adjacent spaces. 

Furnishings; and Fqiiipment: 1-adding machine, storage areas, base 
and wall hung cabinets as needed, shelving as needed. 
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General Information 

Facility Number. HI 

Description Occupational therapy v^rkshops 

No. of Units 1 

No. of Occupants 2-5 

Net Area 1000 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

The purpose of the Occupational therapy workshops is to provide an 
educational service whereby patients can learn basic arts & crafts, 
woodworking, ceramics, as well as how to function within an 
apartment environment, such as working in the kitchen. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting; 70 footcandles, non-glare, ncm-heat producing. Overhead 
lighting is preferred and should not draw attention to itself.. 

Electrical; Convenience outlets should be provided to run the various 
electrical appliances that will be utilized within this environment.. 

HVAC; Minimum of 12 air changes per hour should be supplied to 
these areas. 

Wallsi Durable cleanable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 
Consider CMU ^pe construction for best durability. 

floors; Cleanable floor tiles should be used with consideration of 
using plain concrete surface for workshops.. 

iMngl Ught reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, griUs and lighting fixtures. 

Furnishings and Equipment: 1-various woodworking tools, 1-
vanous arts and crafts supplies and equipment, 1-kiln for 
scuipiure* ect. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 
Description 
No. of Units 
No. of Occupants 
Net Area 

112 

Gymnasium 

1 

5-20 

5,600 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This area will be located in a separate environment from the 
hospital building itself. It will provide for the recreational needs of 
the patient. Major activities v̂ U include basketball, volleyball, 
badminton, and various indoor activities. 

Functional Requirements 

UghUngL 60 footcandles, if fluorescent lighting is used, the ballast 
should be located outside of the space. 

Electrical: No major electrical outlet supply within this space. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 15 air changes per hour should be 
provided for best ventilation. 

WallSL Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Qeanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Consider indoor/outdoor court flooring. 

Ceilmgl Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. As well as exterior skylighting to provide for natural light. 

Furnishings and Equipment: All necessary indoor recreation 
equipment should be provided for indoor games and activities. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 

Description 

No. of Units 

No. of Occupants 

Net Area 

Functional Description 

113 

Recreation rooms 

2 

5-10 

1000 sq.ft. 

These areas located will be located wathin the hospital living 
environment itself to provide for the recreational needs of the 
client. These areas will incorporate leisure activities such as pool, 
table tennis, fooseball, bumperpool, and various board games. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 70 footcandles, if fluorescent lighting is used for minimum 
eye strain. 

Electrical: Convenienre outlets should be provided for various 
electrical equipment, i.e. T.V. pinball video games ect. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 10 air changes should be provided. 

Walls; Qeanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors; Qeanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Consider heavy ware carpet flooring, 

Ceilinit Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills, and lighting systems. 

Agoustical; Noise transmission should be kept to a minimum to all 
adjacent spaces for a pleasant ahnosphere. 
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General Information 

Space Numt>er. 

Description 

No. of Units 

No. of Occupants 

Net Area 

114 

Treatment Room 

1 

2-3 

150 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This area is located adjacent to the Director of Nursing and staff 
offices. It's primary purpose is to provide medical attention to 
patients v^o warrant medical examinations. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 60 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing overhead 
lighting is preferred. Lighting should not bring attention to itself. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for electrical 
equipment. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 10 air changes per hour should be 
supplied to this space. 

Walls: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Qeanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Consider floor tiling or indoor/outdoor carpet. 

CaiingL Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. 

Furnishings and Equipment: 1-examination table, 1-low back chair, 
l-lavatory, medical examination equipment. 
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General Information 

Space Numlier. 

Description 

No. of Units 
No. of Occupants 

Net Area 

Functional Description 

115 

Multi-purpose room 

2 

2-4 

180 sq.ft. 

This area is located adjacent to staff offices and the nurses stations. 
It will be utilized as a copy center, general office supply storage, 
and necessary office needs. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 50 footcandles, non-glare, non-heat producing, overhead 
lighting is preferred. 

Electrical: Convenienre outlets should be provided for the copy 
machines, adding machines and various office machines. 

HVAC; Minimum total of 10 air changes should be supplied to this 
space. 

WallSL Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors; Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Consider floor tiles. 

CeilingL Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. 

Furnishing?) and Eq îpmrnt; 1-shelving as needed, 1-office desk, 1-
chair, 1-copy machine, 1-postage meter, adding machine, 1 
telephone. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 116 
Description Conference room 

No. of Units 4 

No. of Occupants 8-10 

Net Area 200 sq.ft. 

Functional Description 

This space will be used for basic conferences between department 
heads and their staff. They will also be used for orientation 
activities for potential new employees. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 60 footcandles, if fluorescent lighting is used, the ballast 
should be located outside of the space. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided for various 
equipment such as movie projectors, slide projectors overhead 
projectors ect. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 10 air changes should be supplied to this 
space. 

Walls: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

ElOQESl Durable, sound absorbing materials such as floor carpeting 
should be used. 

CkillngL Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. 

Acoustical: Noise transmission should be kept to a minimum to all 
adjacent spaces for a pleasant atmosphere. 

Furnishings and Equipment: Conference table and 8 chairs. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 

Description 

No. of Units 

No. of Occupants 

Net Area 

Functional Description 

117 

Records 

1 

2-3 (dietary workers) 

175 sq.ft. 

This area is located adjacent to the nursing station for the access 
of patient records when needed. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting; 50 footcandles, of overhead lighting perimeter lighting 
should be considered for less eye strain when reading records. 

Electrical; Convenience outlet should be provided for but not 
stressed. 

HVAC; Minimum total of 8 air changes should be supplied to this 
space. 

WaUsL Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

ElOQESl Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Recommend Quarry floor tile to maximize the life cycle cost. 

CkiliOgL Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. 

Furnishings and FAiuipmenti 1- box shelving as required, 1-counter 
^ace for viewing records, 1-filing cabinets as needed. 
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General Information 

Space Number. 
Description 
No. of Units 
No. of Occupants 
Net Area 

Functional Description 

118 

Computer room 

1 

1-2 

190 sq.ft. 

This area is located adjacent to Vice president for Administration. 
This area will handle the computer operations of the facility such 
as payroll, payments due payments received, patient information.. 

Functional Requirements 

Lighting: 80 footcandles, if fluorescent lighting is used, the ballast 
should be located outside of the space. 

Electrical: Convenience outlets should be provided that will be 
conducive to computer aplications. 

HVAC: Minimum total of 12 air changes should be supplied to this 
space. 

Walls: Cleanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be used. 

Floors: Qeanable, durable, sound absorbing materials should be 
used. Consider floor carpeting. 

Ceiling: Light reflecting, sound absorbing system with the capability 
of integrating HVAC ducts, grills and lighting fixtures should be 
used. 

Acoustical: Noise transmission should be kept to a minimum to aU 
adjacent spaces for a pleasant atmosphere while computer printers 
are being used.. 
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Space Number. 

Description 

No. of Units 
No. of Occupants 

Net Area 

Functional Description 

119 

Garden nodes 

5-10 

1-10 

500-700 sq.ft. 

This area is located adjacent to locations such as bedrooms, living 
rooms, class rooms, ect. (see pg. 110). These spaces will be used 
primarily for group interaction between staff and patients. This 
space will be in an outdoor environment within landscaped 
surroundings. These spaces will be used primarily for therapeutic 
treatment sessions and should not be confused with normal court 
and patio spaces that will be adjacent to offices, lobbies, entrances, 
or other viewing areas from within the buildings themselves(see 
page 91-94) 

Functional Requirements 

Equipment: These spaces will need to incorporate outdoor benches, 
tables, chairs, trash receptacles, outdoor lighting. Man-made 
surfaces should be maintenance free such as brick or tile. 

In some cases these spaces will provide for playground equipment 
for the younger patients needs. 

Functional Requirements 

Equipment: These spaces should provide for playground equipment 
such as swings, slides, monkey bars, jungle Jim equipment leather 
ball, croquet, ect. 
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Hr^TlMi IPIilF®]MAlSIg 
CONSTRIirTinN 

A. DESIGN 

Every building and every 
portion should be designed 
and constructed to sustain all 
dead and live loads in 
accordance with accepted 
engineering practices and 
standards. 

B. FOUNDATIONS 

Foundations should rest on natural solid bearing if a satisfactory 
bearing is available at reasonable depths. Proper soil-bearing 
values shall be established in accordance with recognized 
standards. If solid bearing is not encountered at practical depths, 
the structure should be supported on driven piles or drilled piers 
designed to support the intended loads without detrimental 
settlement, except that one-story buildings may rest on a fill 
designed by soils engineers. When engineered fill is used, site 
preparation and placement of fill should be done under the direct 
full-time supervision of the soils engineers. The soils engineer 
should issue a final report on the compacted fill operation and 
certification of compliance with the job qDecifications. All footings 
shall extend to a depth not less than 1-0" below the estimated 
maximum frost line. 

Site Grading and Fill Work: All vegetation and associated major 
root systems should be removed prior to any select fill placement or 
building construction. The resulting grade should be proof-rolled, 
any loose or soft spots should be filled and compacted with an 
approved fill material. Fill materials used beneath buildings should 
be a select̂  nonexpansive soil meeting the type I or Type II select 
fill gradation, plasticity and compaction criteria. 

* ^ 

FoundaUon Excavations: The excavaUons should be clean of all 
loose material and v^ter prior to the placement of reinforcing steel 
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and concrete. Foundation concrete should be placed promptly after 
any excavation. Any leveling material should be composed of lean 
concrete or mortar with a minimum compressive strength of 1000 
psi. 

Drainage: All moisture should be kept away from foundation soils, 
e^)ecially if expansive, if possible. It is most important to provide 
proper grading and drainage around the foundation to prevent the 
ponding of rainfall water. Outlets for gutters should discharge 
water either into storm drains or into paved surfaces which allow 
quick drainage away from the site. Where possible, paved surfaces 
should be extended up to the building line to serve as a barrier to 
soils moisture evaporation and infiltration. 

Construction Slopes: No slopes should be constructed or excavated 
that violate the provisions of OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration) criteria given in Article 1926, Sub-part P, Table 
P-1 without having the geotechnical consultant qDecifically analyze 
such slopes. 

C. CONSTRUCTION 

Construction should be in accordance with the requirements of 
section 10-132 of NFPA standards 101 and the ninimum 
requirements contained herein (Note: Where local codes in iTect are 
in excess of these requirements, the more stringent shall apply). 

D. FREESTANDING BUILDINGS 

Separate freestanding buildings housing non-client area such as the 
mechanical rooms, laundry, general storage may be of unprotected 
noncombustible construction, protected noncombustible construction, 
or fire resistive construction. 

dJIllllillllliliy^^^ 
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E. ENCLOSURES 

Enclosures for stairways, elevator shafts, chutes and other vertical 
shafts, mechanical rooms, and storage rooms of 100 sq. ft. or 
greater area should be of construction having a fire-resistance 
rating of not less than two (2) hours. (Note: areas shall have rated 
enclosures and sprinklers as described in NFPA 101. 

F. INTERIOR FINISHES 

Walls and ceilings of exitways, storage rooms, and areas of 
unusual fire hazards should have a flame spread rating of 25 or 
less, other areas should have a flame spread rating of ASTM 
standard E 84-74 or less. 

G. INSULATION MATERIALS 

Building insulation materials, unless sealed on all sides and edges, 
should have a flame spread rating of 25 or less and a smoke 
developed rating of 150 or less when tested in accordance with 
ASTM Standard E84. 

H. PROVISIONS FOR NATURAL DISASTER 

An emergency radio communication system should be provided in 
each facility. This system should be self-sufficient in time of 
emergency and capable without reliance of the building's service or 
emergency power supply, 

MKCHANICALRFX)UIREMENTS 

A. GENERAL 

In view of our national concern for energy conservation, mechanical 
systems will be subject to special review for overall efficiency and 
life cycle costing including operational. 
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B. THERMAL AND ACOUSTICAL INSULATION 

1. Insulation should be provided for the following in the 
building. 

a. Air ducts and castings with outside surface 
temperature below ambient dew point should be 
isolated. 

b. Insulation or protective covering should be applied to 
hot water pipes under lavatories to prevent bums to 
persons in wheelchairs. 

c. Boilers, smoke breaching, and stacks. 

d. Steam supply and condensate return piping. 

e. Chilled water, refrigerant, other process piping and 
equipment operating with fluid temperatures below 
ambient dew point. 

f. Hot water piping above ISflop (52^0 and all hot 
water heaters, generators and convertors. 

g. Hot water piping above 1250F (52^0 which is 
exposed to contact by occupants. 

h.Water supply and drainage piping on which 
condensation occurs. 

C. STEAM AND HOT WATER SYSTEMS 

BoileESl Boilers shall have the capacity, based upon 
the net ratings published by the Hydronics Inshtute, to 
supply the normal requirements of all systems and 
equipment. 

Boiler acres?>orlf?>: Boiler feed pumps shall be 
connected and installed to provide normal and standby 
service. 
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D. HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 

1* Temperature and humidities: 

a. The systems shall be designed to provide a minimum 
desifijn temperature of 72^Y (22^0 at winter design 
conditions. This system should be equipped with as 
many energy saving devices as necessary to keep 
qperations cost down. 

2. Ventilation systems details: 

a. All air-supply and air-exhaust sfystems shall be 
mechanically operated. All fans serving exhaust 
systems shall be located at the discharge end of the 
system. 

b. Outdoor intakes shall be located as far as practical but 
not less than 25'-0" from exhaust outlets of ventilating 
systems, combustion equipment stacks, plumbing vents 
stacks, or from areas which may collect vehicular 
exhaust or other noxious fumes. The bottom of outdoor 
air intakes serving central systems shall be located as 
high as practical but not less than 6'-0" atx)ve ground 
level, or if installed 3'-0" above the roof level. 

c. The bottoms of ventilation openings shall not be less 
than 3 inches above the floor of any room. 

d. Corridors shall not be used to supply air to or exhaust 
from any room, except that the air from the corridors 
may be used to ventilate bathrooms, toilet rooms, 
janitor's closets, and small electrical or telephone 
closets opening directly on corridors. 

e. Fire and smoke dampers shall be constructed, located 
and installed with the requirements of NFPA Standard 
90 A, except that all systems, regardless of size, 
which serve more than one smoke or fire zone, shall 
be equipped with smoke detectors to shut down fans 
automatically. Access for dampers shall be provided at 
all dampers. 
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f. Supply and exhaust dusts which pass through a 
required smoke barrier and through which smoke can 
be transferred to another area shall be provided with 
dampers at the barrier controlled to close 
automatically to prevent flow of air or smoke in either 
direction when the fan, which moves air through the 
duct, stops. 

g. Return air ducts which move air through a required 
smoke or product combustion (other than heat) 
detectors. 

h.Exhaust hoods in food preparation area shall have an 
exhaust rate of not less than 50 dm per square foot 
of face area. All hoods over cooking ranges shall be 
equipped with grease filters, fire extinguishing systems 
and heat-activated fan controls. Cleanout openings 
shall be provided every 20'-0" in horizontal exhaust 
systems serving these hoods. 

i. Boiler rooms shall be provided with sufficient outdoor 
air to maintain combustion rates of equipment and to 
limit temperature in working areas to 970F (360C) 
effective temperature. 

E. PLUMBING AND OTHER PIPING SYSTEMS 

1. Plumbing fixtnrp^! 

a. The materials used for plumbing fixtures shall be 
nonabsorbtive acid resistance material. 

b. The v^ter supply spout for lavatories and sinks shall 
be mounted so that its discharge point is a minimum 
distance of 5 inches above the rim of the fixture. 

c. Shower bases and tubs shall provide nonslip surfaces. 
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2. Water supply ?Qff?tems; 

a. Systems shall be designed to supply water at sufficient 
pressure to operate equipment during maximum 
demand periods. 

b. Each water service main, branch main, riser, and 
branch to a group of fixtures shall be valved. Stop 
valves shall be provided at each fixture. 

c. Water distribution systems shall be arranged to 
provide hot water at each hot water outlet at all 
times. Hot water at shower, bathing and handwashing 
facilities shall not exceed llO^F (43^0. 

3. Hot v^ter storage tanks shall be fabricated of rosin-resistant 
metal or lined with non-corrosive materials. 

4, Drainage Systems 

a. Drainage should not be installed within the ceiling or 
installed in an exposed location in food preparation 
centers, food serving facilities, food storage areas, and 
other critical areas. 

b. Building sewers shall discharge into a community 
sewage system. 

ELECTRICAL REOUIREMENTS 

A. GENERAL 

All materials including equipment, conductors, controls and signaling 
devices shall be installed to provide a complete electrical system 
with the necessary characteristics and capacity to supply the 
electrical facilities required. All materials shall be listed as 
complying with available standards of Underwriter's Laboratories, 
Inc., or other similar established standards. 
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B. SWITCHBOARDS AND POWER PANELS 

Circuit breakers or fusible switches that provide disconnecting 
means and overcurrent protection for conductors connected to 
switchlxDards and panel boards shall be enclosed or guarded to 
provide a dead-front type of assemble. The main switchboard shall 
be located in a separate enclosure accessible only to authorized 
persons. The switchboards shall be convenient for use, readily 
accessible maintenance, clear of traffic lanes, and in a dry 
ventilated space free of corrosive fumes or gases. 

C. PANELBOARDS 

Panalboards serving lighting and appliance circuits shall be located 
on the same floor as the circuits they serve. This requirement does 
not apply to emergency system circuits. 

D. LIGHTING 

All spaces occupied by people, machinery, and equipment within 
buildings, approaches to the buildings, and parking lots shall have 
lighting, (as designated in detailed space list) 

E. RECEPTAaES 

Corridors: Duplex grounding type receptacles for general use shall 
be imtaUed approximately 50'-0" apart in all corridors and within 
z5-0 of ends of corridors. 

F. EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL SERVICE 

1. General: To provide electricity during an interruption of the 
normal electric supply, an emergency source of electricity 
shaU be provided and connected to certain circuits for 
lighhng and power. 

*̂ S ' l^' f i7^^ ^"^""^ ""^ * ^ emergency electric service shall be as follows: 
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a. An emergency generating set when the normal 
services are supplied by one or more central 
transmission lines. 

3. Emergency generating set: The required emergency 
generating set, including the prime mover and generator, 
shall be located on the premises and shall be reserved 
exclusively for supplying the emergency electrical system. 
Excq)tion: A system of prime movers which are ordinarily 
used to operate the emergency generator(s) will be 
permitted provided that the number and arrangement of the 
prime movers are such that when one of them is out of 
service the prime movers can operate the required 
emergency generators. 

4. Emergency eledrical service shall be provided to the 
distribution system as follows. 

a. Circuits for the safety of clients and personnel. 

1. Illumination of means of egress. 

2. Illumination for exit signs and exit directional signs. 

3. Alarm systems including tire alarm devices of 
sprinkler systems if electrically operated, fire and 
smoke detecting systems. 

4. Paging or speaker systems if intended for 
communications during emergency. 

5. General illumination and selected receptacles in the 
vicinity of the generator set. 

!:•:• r S AND WINDOWS 

1. Rooms containing bathtubs, showers, and water closets subject to 
occupancy by patients shall be equipped with doors and 
hardware which will pennit access from the outside in case of 
emergency. 

2. Doors should have a minimum clear opening of 32 inches. 
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3. Doors shall not swing into corridors in a manner that might 
obstruct traffic flow or reduce the required corridor width. 

4. Thresholds should be flush or have a maximum height of 1/2 
inches. 

5. Windows and outer doors that may frequently be left in an open 
position shall be provided with insect screens. 

8. Windows shall be designed so that persons cannot leave through 
them when they are open, or should be provided with security 
screens. 

7. Doors, sidelights, borrowed lights and windows in which glazing 
extends within 12 inches of the floor should be glazed with 
safety glass, wire glass, or plastic glazing materials shall be used 
for shower doors and bath enclosures. 

8. Elevator shaft openings shall be class B 1.5 hour labeled fire 
doors. 

9. All doors leading to potentially dangerous areas should be 
identifiable and secure. 

10. An accessible door for the handicapped should be adjacent to 
all revolving doors. 

11. All doors should be relatively easy to open (require no more 
than 8.5 pounds for push or pull and 5 pounds for sliding doors. 

12. Automatic and/or power assisted doors should operate in a 
manner and direction which do not present a hazard. 

CEILING HKinHTS 

1. Rooms containing ceiling-mounted equipment or light fixtures 
should have height required to accommodate the equipment or 

.fixtures. 

2. Rooms should not have less than 8'~0" ceiling heights (other 
ceiling heights are designed in detailed space list). 
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EINISHES 

1. Curtains and draperies shall be non-combustible or rendered 
flame retardant. 

2. Standardized/textured surface for tactile v̂ âmings should be 
present for hazardous conditions, i.e., foimtains, stairs, pools, 
floor, doors, ect. 

3. Floor materials shall be easily cleanable and have wear 
resistance appropriate for the location involved. Floors in areas 
used for food preparation of food assemble hall should be water 
resistant and grease proof. Joints in the tile and similar material 
in such areas shall be resistant to food adds. In all areas 
frequently subject to wet cleaning methods, floor materials shall 
not be physically affected by cleaning solutions. Floors that are 
subject to traffic while wet such as shower and bath areas shall 
have non-slip surfaces. 

4. Wall basins in kitchen, soiled workrooms, and other areas which 
are subject to wet cleaning methods shall be made integral and 
covered with the floor, tightly sealed within the wall, and 
constructed without voids that can harbor insects. 

5. Floor and wall penetrations by pipes, ducts, and conduits shall be 
tightly sealed to minimize entry of rodents and insects. Joints of 
structural elements shall be similarly sealed. 

6. Food preparation areas shall have a finished ceiling covering all 
overhead ductwork and piping. 

7. Finished ceilings may be omitted in mechanical and equipment 
spaces, shops, and general storage areas, unless required for fire 
resistive purposes. 

8. Acoustical ceilings shall be provided for corridors, dining areas 
and wet areas. 

ELEVATORS 
1. Audible and visual signal should be used to idenUfy diredion of 

elevator travel. 

2. Elevator conh-ols, alarm buttons and telephones should be 
accessible to whedchair occupants. 
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3 The devator cab should accommodate a wheelchair with inside 
' dimensions no less than 54" by 68" and a clear door opening of 

36". 

4. Elevators shall be equipped with an automatic leveling device 
with an accurance of 1/2 inch. 

5. Controls, call buttons, and alarm buttons should be 3/4" imprint 
and located a convenient height (42"). 

6. Space between the elevator platform and floor should be no 
greater than 1 1/4". 

rni OR & TEXTURE 

The idea of coloration in psychiatric facilities has long been of 
prime importance if for nothing more than theoretically impad. 
Some ideas of color are the follov^g: 

1. Avoid room lighting that cast undue shadows or give an 
appearance of unnatural skin tones. 

2. Plan color in conjunction with lighting. Consider using a mix of 
fluorescent and incandescent lighting for varied color control. 

3. Plan color in conjunction with texture. 

4. Changes in planes should be emphasized with contrasting color. 

5. Use colors on design components in order to make them stand 
out. 

6 consider texture as a way to identify different locations within the 
facility. 

SOURCES; 

Minimum Requirements of Construction & Equipment for Hospital 
and Medical Facilities, U.S. Dept. of HEW. 

John Hancock, Time Saver Standards. 

Accessibility Guidelines Manual Arkansas Rehabilitation Continuing 
Education Program. 
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EGOHOMIG AlALIOIl 
This chapter will consist of three primary aspeds ttiose being: 

1. Projed Cost.: How much money/resources will it take to 
make this projed feasible for construction 

2. Projed income: How and where does the money come 
from to keep this facility going. 

3. Economic Justification: What do these patients get for 
there money. 

COST ESTIMATE ANALYSIS 
Residential Treatment Center 

Killeen, Texas 

A. Building Cost 125,000 S.F. at $60.00/S.F. $7,500,000 

B. Fixed equipment (12% of A) $900,000 

C. Site Development (10% of A) $750,000 

D. Total construction (A + B + C) $9,150,000 
« « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « 

E. Site Acquisition/Demolition $338,920 

F. Moveable Equipment (12%ofA) $900,000 

G. Professional Fees (7% of D) $685,000 

H. Contingencies (8%ofD) $760,000 

J. Administrative Cost (1% of D) $95,000 

« « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « « » « « « « » « » « « « « « « « « « « » « « » « » 

K.Total Budget Required (D&EthniJ) »$11,570,338 

Tat»le 11-1 Cost Estimate Analysis 
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gUMMAlY 

Site preparation/development,,. $400,000 
Hospital Building Construction..$6,785,418 
(Dccupational therapy bldg $150,000 
Gym/activities bldg $250,000 
Gyrations bl(ig $100,000 
Furnishings, equip $1,431,000 
Landscaping $96,000 
Roadways $100,000 

Contingencies $760,000 

Land Cost $338,920 
Engineering/architect fees $665,000 
Appraisal fee $4,000 
Interim const, interest $120,000 

TOTAL $11,570,338 

Table 11-2 Economic simmiary 

Project income. 

Among inpatient josychiah-ic services, ihere is a wide variation 
among the expeded principle payment sources. In state and county 
mental facilities, personal payment and so-called pro bono or no 
cost payment account for over 50% of expieded payments. Govern
ment sources other than Medicare and Medicaid (combined 9%) 
account for nearly another 29%. In private facilities, the pidure 
changes radically, with commerdal insurance and Blue Cross-Blue 
Shidd coverage providing 67% of expieded principle payment source, 
with pro bono payment at less than 1%, and all government sources 
at around 26%.18 In non-Federal general hospitals, while 

s L S ifs^tTHs'i'^r^ '^'"^ '''''' '^' ̂ ^ '' ^̂ ^̂ ^ «̂ ^̂ ^ ^^'^'^'^ 
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commerdal insurance and Blue Cross-Blue Shidd represent over 
50% of payment sources, Medicaid is at its highest levd for all 
inpatient faciliUes (21%). Curiously, personal payment as an 
anticipated source of payment is greatest in state and county 
facilities, not necessarily an anticipated finding. 

] No Charge 1% INPATIENT SERVICES 

a a a a a a 

a a 
a 

a a a 
a* a- Medicade 4% 

'•.f ̂ > f^f • 1 • • > 
aaaaaaaa. - J_a a a a a a a a aaaataaaaa. 

aaaaaaaaaa, • ''A.* » a a a a a a Personal Payment 6% 

Other Government 10% 

Medicare 12% 

Commercial Insurance 31% 

Blue Cross 36% 

i% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 

EXPECTED PRINCIPLE PAYMENT SOURCE 

iPBasenwK'.-l 
Figure 11-1 Exp Tied Principle Payment Source (inpatient) 

Source: National Institute of Mental Health. Characteristics of 
Admissions to selected Mental Health Fadlities. An Annotated Book of 
Charts and Tables. 
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In the outpatient sector, nearly 75% of expected principle payment 
sources are accounted for by dther personal payment (44%) or "no 
charge" (24% so-called pro-bono care). The low rate of ejq^ected 
payment attributed to both government and private insurance 
sources would best be explained by the general tendency in health 
plans to provide a low level of coverage of outpatient psychiatric 
care for thdr insured. 

J Medicare 2% OUTPATIENT SERVICES 

Cbmmercial Insurance 4% 

Blue Cross 5% 

Other Government 8% 

Medicade 13% 

No Charge 24% 

Personal 
Payment 44% 

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 

EXPECTED PRINCIPLE PAYMENT SOURCE 

Figure 11-2 Expected Principle Payment Source (outpatient) 

Source: National Institute of Mental Health, Characteristics of 
Admissions to selected Mental Health Facilities. 
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Economic Justification 

As seen in the project income heading, it is now known that patient 
care is taken care of through the use of various insurance plans 
and federal programs, with very little coming directly out of the 
clients pocket at all. This is very advantageous to those who need 
the help of professional psychiatrist and psychologist but never had 
the resources to proceed for help. Inpatient care can be extremely 
expensive, how expensive? One day of care at a psychiatric or 
residential treatment fadlity can run as much as $300 a day, this 
over many days, weeks or months can add up to thousands of 
dollars. Of course outpatient care is taken care of more by the 
patient him or herself rather than by means of insurance companies 
(as indicated in figure 11-2). 
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(SAilS WKJM *a 

PROJECT: 

The development of a new campus (to the existing 
campus) for the Menninger Foundation, a center for 
treatment, prevention, research, and education in 
psychiatry. 

ARCHITECTS: 

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Chicago, Illinois. 

ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS: 

The Kline & Bradley Partnership, Topeka, Kansas. 

CONTRACTOR: 

M.W. Watson, Inc. 
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CONTEXT: 

Development of a new campus on the low, wooded hills of 
Topeka, Ks. The Design of the new campus includes 
increasing the physical plant to four times the existing 
campus. The main concerns of the program was to 
remodel the existing facilities and landscape extensively 
around the site. This becomes important to the 
enhancement of the natural beauty of the site. And the 
shaping of a psychological/therapeutic environment for 
the patients. The buildings that were alreacfy on the site 
were treated with dignity. These red bricked buildings 
became the inspiration for the new strudures thereby 
forming the weave from which the new grew. 

Above all, the new village does not destroy the present 
surroundings. Only two percent of the 1,280 trees were 
displaced by the new construction, as it settles into the 
natural landscape with ease and style. 

CONFIGURATION: 

An existing tower building is the main focal point of the 
community and has become a museum and visitors 
center. The eighteen new buildings include professional 
offices, dining area, a conference center, arts and 
educations studios, and a gymnasium which have been 
integrated into the existing campus of seven neo-Georgian 
period buildings. The plan of the new strudures retain 
the ortboganaJ grid . 

1. Tower Building 
2. Menninger Clinic 
5. -4, 5. Creative-arts complex 
6. Patient living units 
7. Clinical offices 
8. Physical-recreatum center 
9. Commons/dining 

10. CoT^ference center 
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EXPRESSIONS 

The Menninger village main focal point is the Tower 
Building (note: p. 149), this tower is near a the replica of 
Independence Hall that began life as a general hospital 
and has become the Administration hug as well as the 
focal point. Paired with a new conference center that is 
opposite across a landscaped lawn, this represents the 
main entrance for the public. This then becomes a semi-
public space which provides for a buffer to the public 
patient quarters. 

The new, white-painted 
brick buildings are 
unobtrusively low, thus 
providing for a natural 
blend of buildings and 
site. The new buildings 
Eire arranged around a 
series of courtyards, they 
bind together the 
remodeled older struc-
ures. 

Eight independent living units that are both 
single and double occupancy make up the 
psychiatric hospital. It is spread across the 
breadth of a 310-acre hilltop. This allows 
patients to interad not only in groups, but 
also as part of the whole community. This 
plan reflects the foundation philosophy of 
treating patients in a community setting. 

CIRCULATION: 

Diagonal and curving walkways refled the natural r ^ 
and fall on the site. Automobiles are not allowed on the 
campus proper, thus a central, tree-lined drive becomes 
the main walkway for the campus. 
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PATIENT LIVING QUARTERS 

Because long treatment can last 
up to a full year much of the 
design criteria must focus on 
this pressing need. The 166 
patients are housed in four L-
shaped residence halls, one of 
which is dedicated to short-
term care programs: emergency 
admissions, diagnostics, and 
alcohol and drug abuse 
recovery. One half of the 
patients share a room with 
another resident. One-room 
occiq^ancy is approached by 
using built-in desk and bulletin 
board w^ls. 

Exterior/Interior Charaderistics 

Concrete and white-painted 
brick walls with laminated wood 
ceilings provide for the major 
building materials, that makes 
the spaces like that of a village. 
The predominantly neutral 
palette-camel-colored carpet, 
white walls and natural 
laminated ceiling is enhanced by 
the use of colorful fabrics and 
an abundance of natural light. 
Color is used as an orientation 
device: entrance walls and 
nurses station in each hall is 
marked by an identifying accent 
tone that is associated with the 
office building adjacent to that 
particular residence. 
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CLIENT ACTIVITIES: 

The Menniger Foundation in Topeka Ks. was founded in 
1925 by Dr. CF. Menninger and his physician sons Karl 
and Will. This Institute has become known for their 
excellence in treating patients with psychiatric disorders. 
(Diagram) 

MAJOR FUNCTIONS: 

The new facility provides an array of facilities for 
creative, recreational, and educational activities. The 
buildings of the creative-art complex, for example, 
include a well-stocked patient library and attendant 
classrooms, studios for arts and crafts, and professionally 
equipped shops for wood and metal working. The 
physical-recreation center features a gymnasium, a court 
for racquetball and handball and a exercise room: indoor 
swimming pool is planned for future development. Also a 
horticultural greenhouse provides the necessary therapy 
of growing things. The core of the community is the 
commons building which includes the dining hall and 
main kitchen facilities. 

fe:5 

REFERENCE: 

January 1981, Progressive Architedure p. 156-157. 
June 1983, Architedural Record p.86-93. 
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(^ME n^M ®: 

PROJECT: 

The Butler Hospital, founded in 1844 in Providence, 
Rhode Island is one of the nations leading institutions in 
caring for and curing those who are mentally disturbed. 
In 1957 it became a short-term ambulatory-acute 
psychiatric hospital. It is located by the banks of the 
Seekonk River. 

ARCHITECTS: 

The Hillier Group. 

CONTRACTOR: 

Dimeo Construction Co. and H.V. Cbllins. 
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CONTEXT: 

The original buildings that the 
Hillier Group had to work are 
all styled after the Gothic 
Revival period. This coupled 
with the beauty of the Seekonk 
River make this hospital a 
particular visual joy that 
automatically becomes of 
significant therapeutic value. 

CONFIGURATION: 

Among the new strudures to 
The Butler Hospital is a 
148,000 S.F. inpatient unit and 
dining facility that is combined 
and placed at the existing 
entrance of the original 
hospital, thus providing 
interaction between inpatient 
and administrative activities. It 
also has a new four level 
inpatient vong that is assured 
quiet and privacy. And a two 
level section that houses the 
dining facilities. 

EXPRESSIONS: 

The wonderful expressions 
of the Gothic detailing have 
been carried over to the 
new expansion in which the 
old and the new have been 
spliced together. One main 
concern was to provide for 
a residential scale and 
feeling to reinforce an 
attitude of cooperation 
between patients and staff 
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members. This feeling of new and old relationships has 
been accomplished by the use of a glass enclosed garden 
area that provides for the main circulation area which 
entails the elevators, stairs, and an impressive bridge link 
that joins two of the buildings together. 

CIRCULATION: 

The circulation of Butler hospital is very regular in plan. 
This strudure is assembled in a series of wings. 
Therefore there is a need for long corridors that run 
through the middle of each wing. The strudure (new 
integrated with the old) is spread out over a considerable 
amount of land. The new wing is located at the front of 
the existing Gothic Revival strudures. Therefore the 
archited provided for an impressive glass enclosed 
(garden) main entry way. That acts as a buffer between 
the new and the old thus tying them together in a rather 
masterful way. 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION: 

Since The Butler Hospital was already in existence the 
architect chose not to destroy the value of the original 
fadlity. The objective was to integrate the new and the 
old together in a meaningful fashion. Thus, the structure 
tries to employee some of the old techniques in a modem 
fashion. Some of these ideas are to use a steel structure 
enclosed with CMU's vath brick facing. Copper roofing 
was also used, (Dpenness was attained by using glass as 
a viable means of letting the outside in and inside out. 
This concept is believed to provide an optimum feeling of 
relaxation for therapeutic values. 

PATIENT LIVING QUARTERS: 

The living core provides visual interest and human scale 
which are created by recesses, chamfered comers, and 
repetitive windows set at an angle. Each of the inpatients 
units with 24 beds, has the rooms surrounding the 
outside perimeter of the floor. These rooms in turn center 
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around the activity areas that are angular in plan with 
relaxing views and lighting. 

Nurses stations have visual contad with these activity 
areas, or day rooms, as well as corridors and iiKiividual 
rooms. All rooms have tempered, plastic coated glass to 
insure safety, and to eliminate barriers such as bars. 
Each room has an expansive view of the beautiful 
surroundings. Each room has vinyl wall coverings in 
warm colors, desks, tables chairs, tack boards, built-in 
wardrobe units, private half baths, and carpeting. The 
communal areas are similar in design criteria to carry 
the residential theme. 

REFERENCE: 

Odober 1979, Architedural Record p.125-126. 
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mME gTHJM ®S 

PROJECT: Woods Psychiatric Institute Abilene, Texas 

ARCHITECTS: Boone, Pope, Wheeler, & Pullin. Abilene, Texas. 

CONTRACTOR: Jim Rose Construction 

CONTEXT: 

Located on a 20 acre campus in south Abilene, Tx. 
(Comprising the therapeutic facilities are two inpatient 
buildings that provide for 108 licensed beds, 98 of which 
are currently in operation; 82 for children and 
adolescents, 16 for adult psychiatric and substance abuse 
services. Complimenting these facilities are those for 
occupational therapy and recreation, education, and 
clinical services/outpatient care. Ancillary buildings for 
administration, marketing, corporate and physical 
services are located on the campus. 

CONFIGURATION: 

This Hospital And Childrens Unit is broken into three 
main units, adult, adolescent, and children. These units 
consist of individual dwellings known as cottages with 
support services that accompany all branches of the 
hospital. Units composed in a series of nodes along a 
central east/west axis. 

EXPRESSIONS: 

This new facility, maintains a low level of e^q^ression. Its 
style is very plain and ordinary. Even though its $75.00 
per square foot is above average, the buildings facade 
does not indicate this cost. 

Although it is located in a business distrid their is a fine 
line between residential and industrial zoning. Adjacent 
to the facility are two golf courses, one being Abilene 
Country Club and the other Abilene Municipal golf 
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course. Adjacent to this is a bank and office complex. 
Although this facility is located in a prominent location it 
does not stand out as being a major institution. 

HB OFFICES 

L J CAFETERIA _ NURSES STATION 

Q CIRCULATION 

PATIENT QUARTERS ^WORKROOMS 

PATIO/COURT 

<i 

^ 

••J 

SCHEMATIC OF RESIDENCE HALL NTS 

CIRCULATION: 

The circulation of the facility is based on an east/west 
corridor that runs the length of the structure. There is a 
are two main treatment faciliUes at opposite ends of each 
other, located within one wing is the recreaUonal and 
occupational treatment fadlity. The office and dining 
facility is located between them. This then provides for a 
very long corridor that is broken up by these nodes. Cars 
are not allowed on the campus proper, but are instead 
allowed along the parameter of the property. 
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PATIENT LIVING QUARTERS: 

The patients living quarters at this fadlity are very 
structured as in any hospital of this type. Rooms are 
virtually indistructable with emu's beii^ used for all 
interior walls. Windows are small but do provide a view 
to the outside. Patients rooms are directly accessable to 
living rooms which are then accessable to the nurses 
station. The nurses station is the core of each pod, from 
where nurses have direct access/view to any location. 
Coloration is very pleasant with soft earth tones and 
pastels being used. At each comer of the living pod/node 
is a patio court area that is fenced but does provide some 
access to the outside. 

TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION: 

This modem facility utilizes very basic methods of 
construction. Some of these methods are column and 
beam construction. The strudure is then enclosed with 
Concrete masonry units that are then sheathed with 
brown Texas brick. There are no special treatments to 
the outside envelope. The interior of the complex is very 
well laid out and care was taken to assure comfort for 
staff and patient. 

CLIENT ACTIVITIES: 

Everett E. Woods, A.C.S.W. (Board President & CEO). 
Sole Stockholder; Masters degree in Social Work from the 
University of Texas; Over thirty years experience in the 
administration of social service and psychiatric care 
programs; Member of the MBank Abilene Board of 
Diredors, Chairman fo the Abilene Salvation Army 
Board, member of the Abilene-Housing Board, member of 
the Social Work Advisory Committee for the University of 
Texas, Active in many social and civic organizations in 
Abilene. 

PROJECT COST: $3,100,000 

REFERENCE: Harry M. Root, Diredor of OperaUons. 
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Furnishings and Equipment: MAIN KITCHEN 

1. Serving rail 
2. Cold pan unit 
3. Tray salad unit 
4. Hot food unit 
5. Service shelf unit 
6. Solid top unit 
7. Urn stand unit 
8. Refrigerator 
9. Dishwasher Unit with Booster Heater 

10. Pan rack 
11. Pot sink 
12. Exhaust Hood 
13. Qean Dish table 
14. Wire shelving 
15. Work table 
16. Utensil rack 
17. Icemaker/Dispenser unit 
18. Baker's table 
19. Convection oven 
20. Burner top range with oven 
21. Fry top range with oven 
22. Fryer unit 
23. Work table 
24. Pressure steamer 
25. Sdf unit 
26. Walk-in-freezer 
27. Food sheer 
28. Preparation sink 
29. Mobile cart 
30. Mixer 
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The thesis project presented was a Residential Treahnent Center. 
It located in Killeen, Texas. It has faciliUes ranging from adult to 
youth, both male and female. There are five different levels of 
interadion with level one being nominal mental care to level five 
which is serio\is mental care. There will be spaces alloted for 
administration offices, hospital stations, dwelling units, recreational 
outlets, \asiting naies, maintenance supply and other vital 
facilities. This 130 bed fadlity is placed on a 43 acre tract of 
land. This project is important because of the interrelationship of 
these s{3edal people/usei-s, and "normal" people. I believe that this 
type of architectui-e should not ix>rtray a cold shoulder attitude 
but rather a warai and compassionate feeling of understanding. It 
has been my goal to understand and fulfill the needs of each user 
be it patient or administrator. 

It is virtually impossible to address every issue within just a few 
pages or few months but I will address a few, . Some of the most 
im|X)rtant issues covered in this thesis are organizational/ordering 
issues, quality of life issues, behavioral issues, behavioral 
settings/place issues, human needs/action issues, and aesthetic 
issues, respectively. As you can tell the issues addressed relate to 
one primary driving force, people. People after all are the 
primary focus of attention. It is people who will ultimately be the 
final authority in the utilization of the architeds best layed plans 
and intentions. So often the archited forgets the main intent of 
wliat architecture is, I believe it is people and their safety, both 
physically and mentally. 

The issue of organizational/ordering issues is to me a complexity 
issue of hierarchy. To me it is dear that people organize 
themselves from a top dowrj pattem. 1 have used this projed to 

file:///asiting
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develop a reverse pyramid that allows for patient/user to take top 
billing, by doing this hopefully it will allow for a more conducive 
atmosphere of control for both paUent, employee and 
adminish-ator. I have found that the campus plan has been more 
responsive for this concept thian others The name Residential 
hreahnent center alludes to many thiings, most of them negaUve. 
To me Residential Treatment center means exactly wtiat is said. 
Residenhal, a place that is responsive to the home environment. 
Treatment, a place that people go to for hdp when they are ill. 
Arid center, a central location that responsive to your needs at one 
location. This to me is what a Residential Treatment Center is, 
now it has been my turn to realize this statement on an 
architedural scale. 

The behavioral issues for this particular projed have not been 
overlooked or undermined. It is of primary importance that the 
effeds of f>lace be understood and developed to care for the 
sensitive nature of the users. What are ihe requirements of these 
different users in relation to settings, place, needs, wants and the 
like? What is the psyche of the paUent to the employee and visa 
versa? What are the time durations an adivity takes place and 
where does it take place? These and many other quesUons are in 
a unique pattem tliat is very specific to this design problem and 
should be addressed in detail. 

All of thiese concerns relate closely to how one perceives the 
quality of life issues. As a psychiaU-ic center for troubled 
individuals one must realize this very sensiUve but relaUve issue. I 
don't t)elieve in putting people into an arUficial environment that is 
a breeding ground for future failures. The quality of life must be 
more ttian adequate to provide feeling of self esteem and pride. As 
Architeds we must seek the optimum soluUon for fine details. As 1 
see it there are four different levds of perspecUve to this issue 
DAdrninistrative, 2)Employee/Sociai worker/PsychiaU îst, 
3)Patient: level 1-5 and 4)0bserver or public view-point. How do 
all of these different perspedives corrdate, similar and dissimilar? 
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The quality of life in this insUtute must represent both ihe finest 
and technologically advanced motivaUon without disturbing ihe 
raw essence of Uie primary purpose. That is healing of the mind 
and body 

As one becomes aware of architedural issues, one of the most 
important is the aestheUcs and composiUon. AesUieUcs is one of 
the parts that separates Hie good intenUons of the archited into 
meaningful intentions. It separates architedure from pure 
engineering. Buildings are litUe more than a sUnidural skdeton 
surrounded by an architedural skin. AestheUcs, again, is a very 
subjecUve subject but it hits home with everyone. How one 
perceives a strudure can go a long way to establishing positive or 
negative influences, whether its acceptable or not. The archited 
can be very influenUal to not only a finite symbolance but aJso a 
worldwide attitude of acceptability. 1 have gone beyond tl̂ ie 
normal resp)orise and created a work that will provide a 
springboard of ideas for future reference. I believe first 
impressions mean a lot, and that it is one issue you can never take 
too lighUy, no one pays for nor wants a mediocre building. 

After realizing the impersonal care taken to such facilities 1 want 
to prove to myself and others that such an ideal is totally false 
and disruptive, not only to the psychiatric and architedural 
profession but to those who inhabit these faciliUes. This phase of 
my architedural career has given me the opportunity to get my 
foot into the "real world" and perhaps bring opportunities that 
would otherwise go unnoticed. 

This projed has encompassed a wide range of care facilities from 
a level of adolescence to adult services. Both Psychiahric and Drug 
and Alcohol hospitals. 
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